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THE CITY AND URBAN PROBLEMS

This bibliography is intended for the secondary school student. This student,

to appreciate its form and function, must develop a very real feeling for the

city. This personal awareness can be brought about only where the student

develops an awareness and a set of attitudes from involvement and participation

in the problems and processes of the urban area.

In light of this, texts and other materials are selected on the basis of

their value in providing information about and developing student interest

in urbanization. Texts and supplemental materials must be oriented to what

students can read with interest. Texts that are substantially sound, but

lack interest or stifle it, are listed as library references. Other titles,

too obtuse for general use, are rejected.

The coding is based upon the following scale

(1) items for primary class reference

(2) items for supplemental lists

(3) multiple copies for reference (each room)

(4) single copy for library reference

(*) any item of no value for this course is rejected, not

necessarily on the basis of its scholarship, but because

of its lack of value for direct use to student and teacher.

NOTE: Items in Section 1 cover many of the topics in Sections 2-9.

Items in each section, under the category . 1, are general for

that topic and usually cover the entire topic.
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1 . Basic Works in the Field

1.1 Basic interdisciplinary works

Mumford, Lewis. The City in History . New York: Harcourt, Brace and
World, 1961. The foremost interpretation of urban culture, both
historical and current. The tert is, unfortunately, above the

reading level of the average student, but it is still a must .

Mumford is the one author who can present to student and teacher,

alike, a feeling for the city. Other references can help give
knowledge about the city, but Mumford gives an awareness. Recent
publications have supplanted Mumford as an historical reference,
for general use item, but it is still a crutial reference. One of

the most significant works of the century on urbanization.
(3)

Gruen, Victor. The Heart of our Cities. New York: Simon and Schuster,

1964. This volume complements and supplements Mumford. The nature

of the city, with its current blights and dangers, and possible
solutions, are all discussed with balance to material presented in

Mumford. The author acknowledges that he is starting from where

Mumford left off. This volume, written by one of the most

prominent planners in North America, is quite readable and suitable

for use by all students. (2)

Saarinen, E. The City: Its Growth , Its Decay. Its Future . Cambridge:

M. I. T. Press, 1966. This study looks at the city as form and

function first and foremost. The approach is quite different in

tone and intent from Mumford's. The city is studied from decline

to rehabilitation, with urban problems discussed in relation to

their ecological components. Saarinen's thesis ties nature to man,

giving man roles both biological and societal. Of decided value

for student and teacher. An inexpensive hard bound book and a

superb introduction to the nature of the city. (1)

Johnson-Marshall, Percy. Rebuilding Cities . Chicago: Aldine, 1966.

An expensive and yet tremendously worth-while work which studies

the history of the city through illustration and looks at the

modern city through diagram and photograph. This work is a

necessary basic reference to supplement Mumford, Gruen and

Saarine. Although basically a work of illustrative materials,

many concepts and perspectives can easily be seen by student and

teacher. (2-3)

Gutkind, E. A. Inte rnational History of City Development . Toronto:

Collier-Macmillan, 1964. This work is the best reference on the

development and history of cities from the earliest beginnings,

in each area, to the 19th century. Each volume costs $2 5, and is

well worth it. The idea is eventually to include the entire

world. The present set consists of three volumes. Each volume,

dealing with a geographical region, studies the land, the historical

background, rural settlement, urban settlement, and concludes with

a city survey. The text is well within the grasp of the average

and below average student, and the countless illustrations are of

untold value. This work, aa a reference, cannot be undersold. For

the teacher trying to develop comprehension of city form and function

outside his own area, this work is a must. This set, as it stands

and as it increases, must be included in all school libraries as a

reference as essential as encyclopedias or dictionaries. (3)



Digitized by the Internet Archive
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Thomlinson, Ralph. Urban Structure: The Social and Spatial Cha racter

of Cities . Toronto: Random House, 1969. An analysis in which the

author utilizes an urban ecological framework to tie together
material from other disciplines. This work is thereby different

from most of the usual books on the city. It is interesting and

contains much useful information. The content deals with space,

the nature and rise of cities, urban development and growth, city

structure, and includes a full discussion of urban alternatives and

possible futures. A full bibliography is included. An extremely

useful work for the teacher. Reading level is high, but still

suitable for extensive use by the better student. A unique book.

(2)

Doxiadis, Constantinos A. Ekistics: An Introduction to the Science of

Human Settlements . Hutchinson of London and Toronto: Nelson,

Foster and Scott, 1968. An absolute must if you want to deal with

the city adequately, not so much for the student, but for the

teacher. This $35 work is a successful attempt to combine

disciplines and all dimensions, including tine, into the study of

the city.

This work is divided into four sections (books). The first section

is the most useful -- the theory and practice of human settlements.

The remaining sections provide reams of information and go into

depth on theory and concepts dealt with in Book One. All books

are profusely illustrated, and these alone will make this book

worth the high cost.

This work is of value for its presentation of clear and concise

concepts dealing with the human and organic nature of cities, and

for the hundreds of varied illustrations which graphically present

these concepts. Without this work, the nature of the city can be

partially understood and taught. Essential. One of the four or

five basic works of this century on urbanization. (3)

Lynch, Kevin. The Image of the City . Cambridge: M. I. T. Press, 1960.

Hosken, Fran P. The Language of Citie s. Toronto: Collier-Macmillan,

1968.

Cullen, Gordon. Towns cape. New York: Reinhold, 1961.

These are basic works which look at the city and help readers

visualize the city for themselves. Rather than discuss problems

or prospects, these books develop image, perspective and perception,

Lynch (also listed under 3.7), the first of these to be published,

is a basic work in the field of urbanization. Developing

perception in urban design, the city is analyzed both in its parts

and as a whole. Perception through space and time is dealt with

in depth. This work is an essential reference for both student

and teacher. (2)

Although developing imagery and perception, Hosken departs from

Lynch' s tactual approach by studying the city with a visual

analysis of urban form and design. This work assists the viewer

in 'seeing,' in 'how we see and what we see.' Photographs are
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quite good and are representative of urban form throughout the
world. The balance between illustration and commentary is also
good. An essential text. (2)

Also dealing with imagery, but in a wholly different way, Cullen
leads the viewer through the city in a study of urban design and
form through micro-study of its detail. Cullen aptly supplements
Lynch by visually presenting individual perceptions which make up
one's total perception of a city.

This portion of the book makes up only one-half the text. The
second half deals with town studies and proposals for England. It

is for the first portion that this book is recommended. This work
is expensive and, therefore, practical only as a reference.

The three books are valuable as aids to the development of
awareness of the nature of cities. The three together,
supplementing each other, present a rather comprehensive view
of cities.

Minar, David and Scott Greer. The Concept of Community: Readings with
Interpretations . Chicago: Aldine, 1969. This is a collection of

readings on the entire spectrum of community. The community is

studied from varied concepts about it, in a variety of scales, and
as a locus of political and social institutions. Readings are

short and, on the whole, difficult for the general reader, but

essential for the better student and doubly so for the teacher.

(3)

1 . 2 Basic discipline-oriented references

Scientific American (ed.). Cities . New York: Knopf, 1967. This

reader is a must for any basic units on the urban process.

Chapters by recognized and influential contributors in the field

are included, as are individualized studies of particular cities.

The future of the city is also covered. This book is of interest

to teacher and student. A must. (1)

Rodwin, L. (ed . ) . The Future Metropolis . New York: Braziller, 1962.

A collection of essays on the city. This reader is of value in

that it covers the urban area from the point of view of the major

disciplines. Some chapters are far beyond the reading ability of

the average student, but the work is still of definite value

for reference. (4)

Gould, J. A Dictionary of the Social Sciences . Glencoe: Free Press,

1964. This work is unique in that it provides, under one cover,

an extremely broad collection of definitions useful in the study

of the city. A must. Cost $15. (4)
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Hauser, Arnold. The Social History of Art . New York: Vintage, 1951.
This four-volume work is a must. Spaced throughout the work is

the effect upon urban life of art modes from the earliest
communities to the present day. A basic reference. (3)

Blumenfeld, Hans. The Modern Metropolis: Its Origins, Growth ,

Characteristics and Planning . Montreal: Haruest House, 1967.

An expensive but essential collection of essays by a leading
Canadian planner. Quite readable. Each essay is worth-while
for class use. A must for both student and teacher use.

Schneider, Wolf. Babylon is Everywhere: The City as Man's Fate .

London: Hodder and Stoughton, n.d. An essential book. As

comprehensive as Mumford, but much more easily absorbed by

students. This work, primarily an urban history, begins with Ur
and takes the city in to the 1960s. More comprehensive in mention
of modern urban centers than Mumford, but less comprehensive in

depth with its narrative style. A must. It should be reprinted,
because it is, unfortunately, out of print. (2)

Moholy-Nagy, Sibyl. Matrix of Man: an Illustrated History of Urban
Developmen t. New York: Praeger, 1968. This work is an essential
reference. Supplementing other illustrative histories, this work
looks at urban form in the present, with the influences of the

past clearly illustrated, as well as the potentials for the future.

Of greatest significance is the fact that this work's emphasis

complements, and does not duplicate, coverage by Korn, the

Braziller series, or Rowland. Unfortunately, it is a bit

expensive ($15), but it is still one of the best items available.

For teacher or student use. Recommended highlyl (3)

Murphy, Raymond E. The American City: An Urban Geography . Toronto:

McGraw-Hill, 1966. This is one of the basic works on urbanization.

Although not suitable for general student use, it is of immense

use for the better student and an absolute essential for the

teacher. Under one cover, this work deals with all aspects of

the urban scene, both practical and theoretical. Although oriented

toward a single discipline, this work is quite comprehensive and

certainly is useful. (2-3)

2.0 Historical Works NOTE: Mumford 's The City in History has

comprehensive units on each period following,

2 .1 General

Childe, V. Gordon. Man Makes Himself . New York: New American Library

(Mentor), 1963. A basic, readable study of man's prehistory and

early civilizations. The chapters on the urban revolution are of

immense value for their presentation of a feeling for the period.

Although first published in 1951, most of the information is still

valid. Quite readable. (1)
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Sjoberg, Gideon. The Pre-industrial City . Glencoe: The Free Press,
19 . Superb for introduction of term3 and for reference. A
must for the beginner in the study of the city, its structure and
proliferation, demography, society, customs, economic structure
and religious bases. A broad, comprehensive, world-wide view.

(1)

Tunnard, Christopher and H. Read. American Skyline: The Growth and
Form of our Cities and Towns. Mew York: Mentor, 1956. An
historical survey of U. S. American city is dealt with problematical!
with study of the skyscraper, the auto, planned communities,
planning, etc. Of little value for Canadian schools except for
reference. (4)

Weber, Max. The City . New York: The Free Press, 1958. A general
discussion of the urban setting, good for its day, but since
outdated by Muuford and others. But Weber is more compartmentalized,
and therefore useful to slow readers and beginners in urban
history. (3)

Rowland, Kurt. The Shape of Towns. London: Ginn and Co., 1966. A
study of town design. A large portion of this work deals with the

historical city from the Middle Ages through the 19th century.
Well illustrated and well developed units make this work very
worth-while. The last third deals with modern town planning and
is of value for study of the modern city. The future city is also
dealt with. A useful teacher reference is also available.
Excellent for the poor student. (1-2)

Derry, T. K. and T. I. Williams. A Short History of Technology: From
the Earliest Times to A.D. 1900 . Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1960.

A chronological and topical survey of the major technological
innovations which enabled urban man to develop toward, and most
important, through the early stages of the Industrial Revolution.
The coverage is highly readable, with brief, yet complete,
coverage of the significant technological innovations from a

historical point of view. An essential reference. (4)

Glaab, Charles N. and A. Theodore Brown. A History of Urban America .

Toronto: Collier-Macmillan, 1967. Worth-while for comparative

reference only. A rather sterile book covering the U. S. from

the 17th century to 1960. (4)

Korn, A. History Builds the Town. Boston: Boston Books, 1961;

London: Lund Humphries, 1953. A superb historical work which

encompasses much through the use of a large number of photographs,

notes on historical background and urban patterns today. The

section on modern towns has a large section on modern developments

in England, the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. An ideal reference. (3-4)

Ghurye, G. S. Cities and Civilization . New York: Humanities Press,

1962. A study with emphasis on historical urbanization in Asia.

Bombay is used as the detailed example. Earlier chapters look to

the development of Western urban centers in this century. The city

as a capital is studied from reference to ancient Egypt, China and

India. The city as a metropolis is also studied from a world-wide

point of view. Unfortunately, this work is a bit too esoteric for

general use and is printed on a low quality paper, but it i6 still

a valuable reference. (4)
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De Camp, L. Sprague. The Ancient Engineers . Garden City: Doubleday,
1962. An historical survey of an important aspect of urbanization,
namely, engineering and its technology, its development relation-
ships to architectural styles, etc. Quite useful and readable.

(3)

Tunnard, Christopher. The Modern Amer ican City . Toronto: Van Host rand,
1963. / highly readable and well written study of raison d'etre
and development of the American city. Both sections, the historical
overview and the selected readings, provide what is probably the

best survey of the American city in history yet see... Unfortunately,
it is strictly geared to the U.S.A., and is, therefore, worth-while
only as a comparative reference. (4)

Troedsson, Carl Birger. Architecture, Urbanism and Socio-Folicial
Developments in our Western Civ i lization . Goteberg: Akaderaiforlaget

1964. A highly technical and detailed historical/philosophical
study of VJestern man. A truly significant, though ponderous, work.

An essential for the urban history specialist. Easily rated as

comparative to Mumford or Pirenne. Of no value for student use

(reading level too high and much too esoteric), but still, an

essential reference. (Available from Scandinavian University
Books, P. 0. Box 65642, Los Angeles, California.) (4)

Fenton, Edwin, and John M. Good. The Humanities in Three Cities: An

Inquiry Approach . Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969. A
humanities approach to the study of Athens, Florence and New York.

In each instance, readings are supplemented with commentary notes

or ideas to be rationalized by further reading. Questions are

included for discussion and evaluation. Utilizing literature and

philosophical readings, this book provides much insight into and

information on attitudes and values. An excellent supplement.
(2-3)

Planning and Cities Series. New York: Braziller, 1968-1969. Twelve

volumes, varing from being good as basic text to being limited to

library reference. Each title is dealt with separately. Each

volume is about 125 pages long, half as illustrations and half in

text. Either hardbound (c . $60) or paperbound (c . $40) per set.

Fraser, Douglas. V illage Planning in the Primitive World . A worth-

while reference with usable illustrations. Jeals with eight

peoples, Asia, Africa and North America (Haida and Cheyenne). An

extremely valuable reference for 'pre-historic ' urban development.

(3)

Lampl, Paul. C ities and P lanning in the .'nc ient Near East. A superb

item. The best yet on the ancient world. Illustrations superb.

The text is short and well tied to the illustrations. An essential

student item. (1)

Hardoy, Jorge. Urban Planning in Pre-Columbian Ame r ica . Quite good.

Suitable for multiple reference.
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Saalman, Howard. Medieval Cities . This work is the least useful, so far.

Most of the illustrations are old maps or woodcut reproductions.
The illustrations are difficult to comprehend. A basic reference
only. (4)

Choay, Francoise. The Modern City: Planning in the 19th Century . This
text is more technical than those above. Illustrations are quite
suitable for the subject. Some photographs. Maps and diagrams of
limited value. A good library reference only. (4)

TITLES NOT YET REVIEWED:
Ward-Perkins, J. The Cities of Ancient Greece and Italy .

Argan, Giulio. The Renaissance City .

Collins, George R. The Modern City: Planning in the 2Cth Century.
de la Croix, Horst. Military Considerations in City Planning .

Maksimovich, Branko. Socialist Planning in the Cities of Eastern Europe .

Wiebenson, Dora. Tony Gamier: The Cite Industrielle .

Evens on, Norma. Le Corbusier: The Machine and the Grand Design .

2 .2 Ancient

Childe, V. Gordon. What Happened in History . Harmondsworth: Penguin,

1965. A general study of the ancient world with a superb study of

the first three civilizations in western Asia. Of value where
library materials on this period are scanty. (3)

Piggott, S. Pre-historic India . London: Cassell, 1962. A must. A
good, basic readable account of the development of civilization in

the Indus River Valley. This work is needed to fill a vacuum left

by most of the studies made of ancient civilizations. (3)

Wooley, Sir Leonard. Digging Up the Past . Harmondsworth: Penguin,

1965. Of interest and value as a highly readable account of the

methods used in uncovering ancient towns and how information is

gleaned from the unearthed ruins. (4)

2 .3 Classical (Greek and Roman)

Fustel de Coulanges, Numa Denis. The Ancient City . New York: Doubleday,

1955. A classic; a superb, highly detailed study of Greek

civilization and culture from the point of view of Greek and

Roman values. Lrmeasurably valuable insights into the Greek mind

and through this, the culture and bases of Greek and early Roman

cities. This work explains much of the confusion between the

realities of the classical world and myths about it in our

civilization. Above the average level of reading. (4)

Wycherley, R. E. How the Greeks Built Cities . London: Macmillan, 1949.

A good study of the Greek city with good illustrations including

architecture and city plans. Of limited, general student use, but

of great value for research. (4)
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Ehrenberg, Victor. The Greek State . Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1960.
A highly readable account of Greek civilization with strong
emphasis on the city state, the core of the Greek experience in
city development. A must, and a good complement to Fustel de
Coulanges's work. (4)

Acta Congressus Madvigiani. Urbanism and Town Planning: The Class ic

Pattern of Modern Western Civi liza tion . Copenhagen: Ejnar
Munksgaard, 1958. Volume IV of the Proceedings of the Second
International Congress of Classical Studies. This paperbound,
yet expensive, collection of several papers on town planning has
two particularly good papers on Greek and Roman town planning.
The material is heavy going, but well worth the reading. A good
reference for teachers and the top 25%. (4)

Claster, Jill N. (ed.). Athenian Democracy: Triumph or Travest y.
Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967. One of the European
Problem Studies series. Worth-while for study of the beginnings,
development and demise of this urban institution in its birthplace.
A good reference. (4)

Africa, Thomas W. Rome of the Caesars . Toronto: Wiley, 1965. One of
the Wiley Historical Cities series. A worth-while perspective of
this ancient center of an empire. Primarily in journalistic/
biographical style, this work is a good reference. (4)

2.4 Medieval

Pirenne, Henri. Medieval Cities . Garden City: Doubleday-Anchor, 1956.

Of all of Pirenne' s works, this is the most valuable. The reading
level is above that of the average student, but it is still useful
for the top third and the teacher. This work is a must because of
Pirenne's influence upon subsequent historical thought regarding
the medieval period. Although it is rejected by the humanistic-
oriented, Pirenne's thesis has been the foundation for economic-
oriented historians and sociologists. (4)

Mundy, John H. The Medieval Town . Mew York: Van Nostrand-Anvil, 1967.

A good, basic reader, with the usual Anvil division between text

and documentation. A good historical overview. Easy reading and

of definite value. (2)

Sorrell, Alan. Living History . London: Batsford, 1965. A book of

castles in England from Stonehenge through the 16th century. Well

illustrated with large half-tone prints and brief historical
descriptions. Of value to the historian. (4)

Encyclopedia Britannica, etc. The Growth of Medieval Towns . Toronto:

W. J. Gage, n.d. A series of prepared transparencies (8) on the

medieval town. The accompanying explanatory materials are quite

useful. Although this set does not cover the entire subject of

medieval urban structures, it is still quite useful. A single set

per school is a must. (Fenton-Wallbank Series) (4)
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Benton, J. F. Town Origins: The Evidence from Medieval England.
Boston: D. C. Heath, 1968. This reader includes brief theoretical
essays by Pirenne and Mumford regarding the medieval development of

cities. This section is followed by sample studies, using England
as the example, with treatises and samples including the Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle, place names, the Doomsday Book, town charters,
etc. A useful reference for historical research. (3)

Troedsson, Carl Birger. The Growth of the Western City during the

Middle Ages . G'dteberg: Gumperts Forlag, 1959. Of limited class-
room value, but useful for a rather oood section on the early
medieval town (10th and 11th centuries). Of value as a single
copy reference. (4)

2.5 Renaissance through Baroque

Strauss, Gerald. Nuremberg in the 16th Century . Toronto: Wiley, 1966.

Ranum, Orest. Pairs jr. the Age of Absolutism . Toronto: Wiley, 1968.

These works, as part of the Wiley Historical Cities series, are

two literary/journalistic approaches to viewing these cities.

Worth-while references. (4)

2 . 6 Nineteenth Century and Industrialism

Mandelbaum, Seymour J. Boss Tweed's New York . New York: Wiley, 1965.

This work is another of Wiley Historical Cities series. Primarily

a journalistic/literary approach toward establishing a mood for

this city in the 19th century. Quite a worth-while reference.

(4)

Sitte, Camillo. C ity P lanning According to Artistic Principles . New

York: Columbia University Press, 1965 and Collins, G. R. and

C. C. Collins. Camillo Sit te and the Birth of Modern City Planning .

New York: Random House, 1965. These two books are companion

titles. The first is a translation of the major work of this

significant European planner of the last century. The second is

an analysis of Sitte's achievements and impact. The first title

deals with a detailed analysis of the ideal of each aspect of a

city's structure. This work is well illustrated and, although a

bit heavy going, the illustrations are superb for examples of 19th

century planning. The second title is of less value to the student,

even for research, but will be of immense value for the teacher-

historian interested in developing the antecedents of modern

planning philosophy in Europe and North America. Essential.

(4)

Strauss, A. L. (ed.). The American City: A Sourcebook of Urban Imagery .

Chicago: Aldine, 1968. A symbolic, literary look at the 19th

century American city. Contrasting images are presented through

extractions from contemporary journals, newspapers, etc. The

various sections deal with the city from quite a few points of

view. Interesting reading. (4)
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Ashworth, William. The Genesis of Modern British Town Planning .

London: Routledge and Kegan Paul and New York: Humanities Press,
1954. A study of economic and social planning in the 19th and
early 20th centuries. Unfortunately, this work is too much
oriented to specifics, but it can still be of value as a
comparative reference. (4)

2.9 Rejects

Weber, Adna. Growth o f C ities in the Nineteenth Century: A Study in

Statistics . Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1963. Too
detailed. Dull and useless.

Coulborn, R. Feudalism in History . Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1956. On the surface, some sections of this work would
seem to be of value, but they are not.

3.0 Urbanization as Planning (Planning I)

3.1 General Works

Goodman, Paul. Cormnunitas New York: Vintage, 1960. A basic
primer on (1) historical and modern world-wide efforts at

planning, both practical and theoretical and (2) the structure
of the city, its nature and various ways out of urban dilemmas,
in work, leisure, transportation, etc. This work is of general
value. (2-3)

Gordon, Mitchell. Sick Citie s. New York: Macmillan, 1963. A broad,

journalistic stu-ly of the city, with discussion on traffic,
pollution, public services and education, local government,
blight, etc. This is a good study and interesting reading, but

the style and structure make it awkward to use. (2)

Hirsch, S. Carl. Cities Are People . Toronto: Macmillan, 1968. A
biographical, popularized, journalistic look at cities with minute
studies of locales world-wide. Of interest as a general reader,

but difficult to utilize. This work can be of help to motivate
students who are slow in developing interest in urban affairs.

Discussion includes pollution, the automobile, suburbia, etc.

(2)

Christensen, David. Urban Development . Toronto: Holt-Rinehart , 19

This short work covers the entire spectrum of the city. The work

is much too superficial and useful only for the extremely poor

student. Too much jargon used. Too popularized. (4)

Fortune (ed.). The Exploding Metropolis . New York: Doubleday-Anchor,

1958. Good chapters on renewal, urban sprawl, the automobile.

This work is easy reading and structured so as to be used as

single hour readings. (2)
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Hurd, Richard M. Principles of City Land Values . New York: The Record

and Guide, 1924 (available from Homer Hoyt Associates, Van Ness

East, 2939 Van Ness Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.). A valuable

book, when the misleading title is overlooked. Illustrations of

cities and villages, maps and diagrams are superb. In addition,

the study of the evolution of Paris is excellent. Other historical

studies are likewise good (including one of Seattle). Other

topics discussed are site location, direction of growth, utility

distribution, etc. Easy reading. Excellent! (3)

Gutkind, E. A. Twilight of Cities . Mew York: Free Press, 1962. An

historical study of the human city and city society. Following a

good brief historical overview, the nature of the exploding

metropolis is dealt with. A good look at living space vs

containerism. Unfortunately, this work is structured in such a

manner that it is difficult to use for study. (3)

Wingo, Lowdon. Cities and Space . Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1963.

Articles by Gottheim and Haar are exceptionally good. The rest

are a bit esoteric. The two above-mentioned articles are of value

for the top third and teacher use. Good. (3-4)

Hoyt, Homer. According to Hoyt, 1916 to 19 66. Washington: Homer Hoyt

Associates. A collection of articles and material on the city.

Most are highly technical and of little value for the course as

general reading, but some are of value for research and particularly

for teacher use. Of definite value. (4)

Gertler, L. 0. (ed.). Planning the Canadian Environment . Montreal:

Harvest House, 1968. A reader of value for supplemental reading.

The print in this edition is small, but chapters are short and,

on the whole, easily readable by all. This work is of value as a

study of urbanization and planning in Canada. Studies include a

general historical survey (superb), regional planning, resource

and recreational planning, etc. Of decided value. (2-3)

Storm, Michael. Urban Growth in Britain . Toronto: Oxford University

Press, 1967. A brief, well illustrated item on urbanization in

England. Primarily of value for comparison with development in

Canada. Too much oriented to the English situation for more than

reference. (^)

Hoyt, Homer. The Structure and Growth of Residential Neighborhoods in

American Cities . Washington: Federal Housing Administration, 1939.

(Available from Homer Hoyt Associate, Van Ness E. 2929 Van Ness

Street, N.W. , Washington, D.C.) Similar to the compendia above,

this collection has some good studies on the neighborhood. Well

illustrated, this collection is of historical value in both text

and maps. &'
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Gibberd, Frederick. Town Design , 5th ed
.

, New York: Praeger, 1967. A
comprehensive, well illustrated study of urban structures,
beginning with the whole town and then breaking it down into its

component parts. The central area, the industrial area and housing
areas are all fully covered in text and illustrations. This work
is well written and of unusual value in that the illustrations are
tied graphically to the text. All students will find thi3 work of
value. Unfortunately, this book costs $22. (3)

Jacobs, Jane. The Death and Life of Great American Cities . New York:
Vintage, 1961. An excellent compendium of the city. This work is

highly critical and interesting, with a decided humanistic outlook
toward the city. The level of reading is limited to the top 25%.
A good supplementary reader, and certainly an influential work.

(3)

Halprin, Lawrence. Cities . New York: Reinhold, 1965. Of value for
illustrations of a human look at the city, as well as a good guide
to the various visual aspects of the city. This work is too
expensive to be more than a library reference. ($15). (4)

Goodman, Charles. Life for Dead Spaces . A reference only. Of value for

developing student ideas and awareness in parks. (4)

Reissman, Leonard. The Urban Process: Cities in Industrial Societies .

Toronto: Collier-Macmillan, 1964. Studies based upon the major
ideas of such men as Howard, Wright and Mumford. Unfortunately,
this work is too specialized for any but those interested in urban
theory. (4)

Anderson, Nels. Urbanism and Urbanization . Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1964.

Too detailed for use as more than a reference. Good readings on

urbanization, both theoretical and world-wide. The chapter on

urban government, by W. A. Robson, is exceptionally good. (4)

Lynch, Kevin. Site Planning . Cambridge: The M. I. T. Press, 1967.

This work deals with urban planning from the viewpoint of site

and location. The first half considers the interrelationships

of site with the natural and human environment. A very useful

reference for teachers preparing material on this topic. The

most complete work on this topic. (3)

Eldridge, H. Wentworth. (ed.). Taming Megalopo lis : What is and What

Could Be and How to Manage an Urbaniz ed World . Garden City:

Doubleday- nchor, 1967. These two volumes are a compendia of

articles by many of the leading figures in urban conditions today.

Although many of the articles are too technical for general use,

a large number are exceedingly useful. Many specific studies

provide much for reference. (3)
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Chermayeff, Serge and C. Alexander. Community and Privacy: Toward a

New Architec ture of Humanism, Garden City: Doubleday-Anchor, 1963.

A general study of the city, well illustrated, quite readable, and

supplemented with interesting quotes as introduction to each chapter.
Sections are brief and interesting. One-half of the work deals with
housing types specifically, from the viewpoint of human and social
needs. This section is of particular value because it is the only
work dealing with this aspect of human settlement. (2)

Churchill, Henry S. The City Is the People . New York: Norton, 1962.

A reprint of a useful work which looks at the city from a quite

human viewpoint. One benefit of this book is its readability and

suitability for general student use. Primarily an historical
survey, and although U. S. -oriented, this work is useful in its

study of the achievements and failures of urban development. Well

illustrated. (3)

Kent, T. J. The Urban General Plan. San Francisco: Chandler Publishing

Co., 1964. This work is essentially a study of municipal planning.

The general land use plan, its uses, structure and purpose are

discussed in detail. This work is of immense value for research
and study. Useful for both the student and teacher. (3)

Little, Charles E. Challenge of the Land. Open Space Preservation at

the Local Level. Toronto: Pergamon, 1969. Written by the founder

of the Open Space Institute, this work is essentially a manual for

suburban municipal officials. Summarizes relevant knowledge on

open space. Case studies show what can be done. A highly effective

rendering of the topic, dealing with specific techniques, both

political and economic, which can be used to acquire and hold open

space. A good book for student or teacher use. (2)

Urban Affairs Annual Review. These annual collections deal with a

variety of topics. Of the volumes published or planned through

1971, the two volumes presented are of direct value for research

in urbanization. Volume I: Schnore , Leo F. and Henry Fagin (eds . )

.

Urban Research and Urban Planning . Beverly Hills: Sage Publication;.

1967. Part I of this book concentrates on disciplinary analysis

of urban problems. Many of the disciplines related to the study of

urbanization are represented here. Part II deals with planning

from cross-discilplinary perspectives. These essays are of value

for research and analysis. Useful for both teacher and student.

Expensive ($20).
Volume III: Schmandt, Henry J. and Warner Bloomberg, Jr. (ed.).

The Quality of Urban Life . Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1969.

This volume includes studies by Gottraann, Greer and Blunenfeld.

The 20 chapters of this book deal with urban life from a wide range

of views. The probabilities and possibilities in the improvement

of the quality of life are both dealt with. All essays deal with

'what we can get' and 'by what devices. 1 A highly useful research

work for teacher and student. Also expensive ($20). (4)
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Arbital, Samuel L. Cities and Metropolitan Areas in Today's World .

Mankato, Minnesota: Creative Educational Society, 1968. An
inexpensive book. The main advantages are that within one book
a whole range of urban conditions and problems, past, future, the

present condition in a number of American cities and some basic
urban analysis are covered. Unfortunately, the bias is toward
U. S. cities, but as a reference, this book has value. (3)

Whyte, William H. The Last Landscape . Toronto: Doubleday Canada, 1968.
A long and essentially ponderous rendering on the topic of land use
planning. The book has much to say for it, and is quite readable,
but its length is its major detracting point. All that the author
has to say about space could have been said in less than half the

space. This work is still useful as a reference. Chapters are
short (about 20 pp.). In essence, a good book, but too long.
Some interesting perspectives make this work worth-while. A
sophisticated presentation on the topic. (4)

Simmons, James and Robert. Urban Canada . Toronto: Copp-Clark, 1969.

The first of what may be a series on the urban condition in Canada.
Highly useful in being both well illustrated and suitable for
reading by all. The content is quite complete for a short book.

The charts and maps are, on the whole, quite useful. A good item.

(2)

Mumford, Lewis. The Urban Prospect . New York: Harcourt, Brace and

World, 1968. This work is the latest comment by this author on

the condition of the urban environment. Articles date from the

early 1950' s through the late 1960 's, with concluding comments
following some to up-date the comment. Covering a broad range of

topics, including: neighborhoods; the urban landscape; the

automobile and highway; the urban form; megalopolis and commentary

on (C. A. Doxiadis); megalopolis vs the regional city; future

prospects - ills and remedies. These sections include commentary

on the views of many others involved in analyzing the urban

condition. As such, this work is of value in bringing together

many concepts in a short space. A useful reference. Much too

esoteric for more than reference, though. (4)

Tyrwhitt, J. (ed.). The Heart of the City: Towards the Humanization of

Urban Life . London: Lund Humphries, 1952. Basically two books.

Part 1 is a collection of brief sections by various planners and

architects. This section is written for planners and architects

and not for students.

Part 2 deals with the core of various cities about the world. Each

section is short, from one to a few pages. Illustrated, this work

is of some value in providing drawings, maps and photos of projects

in more than 21 towns and cities. Although with decided iif ficulties

in layout, and dated about 20 years, this work is of decided value

as a library reference. Sections on Chandigarh, Boston, Lausanne,

Basel and Hiroshima, are quite useful. A worth-while reference as

a single library copy. (4)
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3.2 Regional Planning

Glikson, Arthur. Regional Planning and Development . Leiden: Aiu
Sijthoff's Vitgevers-maatschappij/n. v. , 1955. A book of basic
lectures of the subject. A worth-while reference for study or
teacher preparation with good perspectives and mood. (4)

Krueger, R. R. , et al. Regional and Resource Planning in Canada .

Toronto: Holt-Rinehart , 1963. Chapters are well laid out for
quick digestion by students. Depth studies of areas in Canada
are well handled and easily readable, with good representation
for B. C. The section on resource planning has good sections on

water resources and recreational facilities. A good reference.
(2-3)

Friedman, John and William Alonso (ed.). Regional Development and

Planning: A Reader. Cambridge: The M. I. T. Press, 1964. This
reader is a comprehensive collection of multi-disciplinary
selections which deal with all aspects of the city and the region.
The sections on location, spatial organization, resources, rural-
urban relationships, etc., are of particular value for the teacher
and student. The section on 'The Role of the City' is of value

for general class use. A worth-while supplementary reader. (2-3)

Armstrong, Warwick. New Towns . Sydney: Hick Smith and Sons (available

from Methuen), 1263. A short pamphlet on the new town from the

proposals of Ebenezer Howard through the post-war new towns.

Reading level is adequate for all, with many of the towns

developed throughout Britain covered. A good study of the new

town from a topical approach. A valuable reference. (4)

Purdom, C. B. The Building of Satellite Towns , New Edition. London:

Dent and New York: Hillary House, 1949. A study dealing with two

early 'new towns '
-- Letchworth and Welwyn. A large section deals

with the 'practical problems of building new towns.' A quite

valuable addendum is the full text of the 1946 New Towns net and

extracts from the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act. Useful for

comparison with North American municipal/provincial planning acts.

A useful reference. (4)

Gillie, F. B. Basic Thinking in Regional Planning . Hague: Mouton and

New York: Humanities, 1967. A guide or 'how to
1 work on regional

planning. The use of raw data is dealt with in detail. A full

range of considerations necessary for planning are dealt with.

Worth-while and readable. (4)

Chapin, F. Stuart and S. F. Weiss (ed.). Urban Growth Dynamics in a

Regional Cluster of Cities . New York: John Wiley, 1962. A

collection of sophisticated essays dealing with urban growth

potentials and factors, of value for the teacher who is delving

into this area of study. Beyond student use. (4)
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3.3 Urban Sprawl

Chinitz, B. City and Suburb . New York: Prentice-Hall, 1964. A good
study of the economic structure of the suburb, its transportation
features, suburban planning, etc. It is above the average reader,
but still of value for research and for the teacher. (4)

Carver, Humphrey. Cities in the Suburbs . Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1962. A useful and readable book. Of immense
value for study of the suburb. Well illustrated. (2)

Donaldson, Scott. The Suburban Myth . New York: Columbia University
Press, 1969. Relatively easy going and readable. Although
heavily laden with reference to specific studies, the continuity
is not greatly hampered. A useful reference for the better student
and quite helpful for the teacher. (3)

Dobriner, William M. Class in Suburbia. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-
Hall, 1963. A study different from others on the suburb. This
item is essentially exclusive to teacher use or reference. An
excellent, complete, scholarly study. Useful as a well documented
vjork which provides the researcher with a good picture of recent
studies and findings. (4)

Neutze, Max. The Suburban Apartmen t Boom: Case Study of a Land Use

Problem . Washington: Resources for the Future (Johns Hopkins
Press), 1963. This work deals with land use and, more specifically,
American trends in apartment dwelling and construction. A highly
detailed study, of value primarily as a reference. Included are

surveys on factors of centrifugal movement to the suburb as well
as the interaction of speculation and regulation. Useful. (4)

3 . 4 Major Metropolitan Areas

Toynbee, Arnold (ed.). Cities of DeBtiny . Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1967.

This expensive work ($30) is of value as a library reference.
This superb and beautiful work has chapters on the major urban
centers of history. The text is both readable and interestin3.
The photographs and other illustrations more than warrant the

cost of this work as a reference. (4)

Hall, Peter Geoffrey. The World Cities . Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1966.

This study of major world cities is full of statistical
information on major city development. Well illustrated with

maps, this work is a good general introduction to the major centers
of urban civilization today. (1-2)

International Urban Research Institute Studies. The World's Metropolitan

Areas . Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1959. This

short book presents an overview and gazetteer of the world's cities

and urban areas by continent and country by country. A

reference only. (3)
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Robson, William A. Great Cities of the World . New York: Macmillian,
1955. A comprehensive study of the city as an institution
(primarily political). This work is too detailed to be of much
classroom use, but is valuable for reference. Although dated,
much of this material is still of value. (4)

Robson, William A. The Hea rt of Greater London: Proposals fo r a Policy .

London: London School of Economics and Political Science, 1965.
Greater London Paper No. 9. This is one of several short readings
on Greater London. Others of importance are Papers:

6. Transport in Greater London, by Ernest Davies.

7. Town Planning in Greater London, by Peter Self. Primarily
a reference item, this pamphlet presents the political and general
problems of planning this ancient heart of London. Well laid out

and easy to read. (4)

Carter, Edward. The Future of London . Harmondsworth: Pelicar. , 1962.

A basic study of this city for teacher use. Background is

provided with maps, plans or models of this important metropolis.

(4)

Rand, Christopher. Los Angeles: The Ultimate City . New York: Oxford

University Press, 1967. A journalistic look at this city and its

urban region. Highly personal and narrative, this work is of little

value for research information, but is quite valuable for reading

to grasp the essence of this vast conglomerate from the viewpoint

of one who looks at the city as the model for the future. (3)

Evenson, Norma. Chandigarh . Berkeley: University of California.

College of Environmental Design, 1966. A detailed study of this

Indian city. Unfortunately it is quite sterile. Loaded with much
detail and well illustrated with plans of the development of this

model city, the overview becomes lost in text' too detailed for

student use. Photographs, at the end, are passable, but not

outstanding. Useful as a reference for comparative urban regions

only. (4)

University of /msterdam. Sociographical Department. Urban Core and

Inner City: Proceedings of the International Study Week ,

Amsterdam . 11-17 September 1966 . Leiden: E. J. Brill and New

York: Humanities Fress, 1967. An expensive ($36) reference.

Articles both in French and English. Although some are much too

detailed for more than specific project reference, a sufficient

number of articles are unique and thereby warrant purchase of this

book for reference. The studies of value as delineations of core

theory and study techniques. Thereby this work is easily useful

in any reference situation calling for information or techniques

dealing with the cores. (4)

Senior, Derek (ed.). The Regional City: An Anglo-American Discussion

of Metropolitan Planning . Chicago: Aldine, 1966. Papers from a

seminar on metro planning held in 1964. Covering urban regions in

the U.S.A. and England, this work is useful in that it includes

much detailed information on New York, London, Washington and

English New Toms . Readability and structure limit use of this

book as more than teacher reference. (4)
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National Capital Development Commission. The Future Canberra . London:
Angus Robertson, 1965. This work is a quite useful reference for

study of a city which is being built entirely by plan, without the

problems of previous development or haphazard development v/ithout

planning. Excellent maps and photographs of models clearly point
out what can be done in the development of an entire city with
total planning control from the start. (4)

Schwart, Alvin. Old Cities and New Towns: The Changing Face of the

Nation . New York: 1968. A popular rendering, superficial on the

surface, but well suited for the poorer student. Well illustrated
with a good number of plans and drawings. This study of Philadelphia
is somewhat applicable generally in that it does cover most aspects,
however briefly, of the good and bad, the prospects and problems,
of North American cities. Bacon's proposals for the city are well
represented in drawings. (2-3)

Regional Plan Association. Urban Design Manhattan . New York: Viking,

1969. An essential pictorial reference. Photos of the city are

quite good, but are surpassed by the superb drawings and maps of

networks, systems, future prospects, etc. Quite graphic. The

most useful work on this city yet. Expensive, but still an

excellent reference. (4)

Patrick, James H. Montreal: Port City. Toronto: Ginn, 1969. A short

(24 page) study of this largest of Canadian cities. Illustrated,

the reading level is quite elemental, and is of value for the poor

reader. This is a good, simplified geographical study of the city.

(2)

Fogelson, Robert M. The Fragmented Metropolis: Los Angeles 1G50-1930 .

Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967. A quite worth-while

item. The illustrations alone are worth it for the perspective

given to the present-day sprawl city. Reading level is a bit

high, but this work is still suitable for most students and is a

must for reference. (4)

Rice, David Talbot. Constantinople: Byzantium- Istanbul , 1965.

Brion, Marcel. Venice: The Masque of Italy , 1962.

Procopiou, Angelo. Athens: City of the Gods from Prehistory to 338 B.C. ,

1964.
Nims, Charles F. Thebes of the Pharoahs: Pattern for Eve ry Cit y, 1965.

Blunt, Wilfrid. Isfahan: Pearl of Persia , 1966.

(London: Elek Books and Toronto: Ryerson Press.)

These five books are part of a series which have a general layout

of historical background, a cultural survey, arts other than

architecture. In essence, these works are a general historical

cultural study of the city in question. The major value of these

works are in the approximate 100 illustrations (half color and

half black/white). These works are ideal references and at a

reasonable price (list $9 each). Good items. (3)
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ALSO IN THIS SERIES, BUT NOT YET REVIEWED:

Pompeii and Herculaneum
Moorish Spain
Mecca and Medinah

Rejected from this series, as being too little urban-oriented:
Lin Yutang. Imperial Peking .

3.41 B. C. Municipalitie s

Morley, Alan. Vancouver: Milltown to Metropolis . Vancouver: Mitchell
Press, 1969 (2nd ed.). A superb history of Vancouver from its first

settlement. The style is narrative, but in this case it is an

asset, not a disadvantage. Chapters are short, good readings.

Photographs are well chosen and quite useful. An excellent work
brought up-to-date with this new edition. Essential. (2)

Abraham, Dorothy. Roman tic Vancouver Island: Vic toria, Yesterday and

Today . Victoria: Acme Buckle Printing Company, 1968. (6th ed.).

This work is primarily a collection of sketches of early life in

British Columbia's capital. This book is interesting reading and

contains both ^ood illustrations and useful information. A

conditionally good reference. (3-4)

Okanagan Historical Society. An Illustrated History of Vernon and

District . Vernon: Okanagan Historical Society, 1967. An

illustrated study of this community. Although it contains little

in the way of text material, this work is still of much value,

especially for its superb photos. (3-4)

Pethick, Derek. Victoria: The Fort . Vancouver: Mitchell Press, 1968.

Victoria 1778-1864. This well documented and scholarly work is

highly detailed and only touches on the beginnings of Victoria's

growth as more than a post. But it is of value in tying together
the history preceding urban growth and would be of immense value

for any who want to tie the history section of the Grade II

course to urbanization in B.C. Of decided value as a reference.
(3-4)

NOTE: Other materials available from the Curriculum Group on Urban

Studies

.

3.5 Future of the City

Futterman, Robert A. The Future of Our Cities. New York: Doubleday,

19 . A humanistic approach to the city, with chapters ideally

suited to readings on the city of tomorrow. Besides the human

evaluation, 10-page chapters deal with 17 U.S. cities with a format

of a basic map, statistics, highway arterial systems, etc. This

work is of decided value since the reading level is appropriate

for all levels. (2)
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Life Educational Reprint. Cities for Tomorrow . New York: Life
Educational Reprints, 1965. A well illustrated and well laid out
article on the future of cities. Inexpensive and readily useful
for classroom use. A must. (1)

Fabun, Don. The Dynamics of Change . Toronto: Prentice-Hall of Canada,
1967. A unique experience in imagery and observations into the

nature of the future (1986). An experience which must be seen to

be appreciated. Worth-while, in a Dali-like way. (3)

Bert in, Leonard. Target 2067: Canada's Second Century . Toronto:

Macmillan of Canada, 1968. A forecast of the future, in narrative

form. Quite good. Chapters are short and readable. Although
given several poor reviews, this work stands up well under scrutiny.

For secondary school use, this item is excellent, well researched
and convincing. Exciting reading. (2)

McHale, John. The Future of the Future. New York: Braziller, 1969.

An interesting work with a different viewpoint from previously

reviewed works on technological change. As with Kahn, this work

does not directly relate to urbanization, but deals with future

world patterns. Reading level is suitable for most. An excellent

reference, well illustrated and interesting. (4)

3 . 6 Proposals and Intellects

Reiner, Thomas A. The Place of the Ideal Community in Urban Planning.

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1963. A must.

Idealistic and Utopian concepts by major theorists and planners

of the past 75 years are encapsuled in short, easy-to-read

chapters with well laid out sections on the basic proposal, an

analysis of the proposal and evaluation of these proposals. This

work is of value for all levels and both student and teacher.

Hardbound at $8.50. (2)

Howard, Ebenezer. Garden Cities of Tomorrow . London: Faber, 19 .

A classic (1898) and forerunner of modern suburbia, in theory at

least. The current edition by Faber has additional chapters on

the success of Howard's ideas. A valuable study for urban schools.

A library reference. (4)

Wright, Frank Lloyd. The Living City . New York: Horizon Press, 1958.

This $10 text is a collection of several of this man's works. This

edition is of particular value in presenting a detailed study of

Broadacre City, the major concrete urban proposal of Frank Lloyd

Wright. Primarily this work is a teacher reference. Includes

When Democracy Builds.
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3 . 7 Specific Techniques of Field Stud ies

Lynch, K. The Image of the Cit y. Cambridge: Technology Press and

Harvard University Press, 1960. The language is too much for all

but the top 25% and the teacher, but this work is still of immense

value for its presentation of field work techniques. Content is

arranged in text form, for easy assimilation. After initial
orientation, questions and study approaches are introduced for

depth field study. A must. (2)

Jackson, J. N. Surveys for Town and Country Planning . New York:

Hillary, 1966, or Hutchinson University Library, 1963. A
valuable, concise study in the use and development of land.

Useful methods for data collection is presented. This work also

covers methods of survey, transportation, industry, and population.

(2)

Warren, Roland L. Studying Your Commun ity. Toronto: Collier-Macmillan,

1969. An immensely worth-while and valuable work. For each

aspect of the community, a short introduction discusses methods

and forms of inquiry which is followed by a series of questions

which have been designed, with success, to be applicable to

communities of any size. A goldmine of ideas and techniques.

This work can be used directly by student, by the teacher, or as

a research guide. (1-3)

Gibb, Jack P. (ed.). Urban Research Methods . Toronto: Van Nostrand,

1961. A collection of readings dealing with methods of defining

and delimiting boundaries, characteristics, etc. Analysis also

deals with specific areas of the city, including urban-rural

functional relationships. Excellent research data. Reading level

is high, but this work is useful if used selectively. A must for

teachers. (3)

3.71 Models

Janke, Rolf. Architectural Models . New York: Praeger, 1968. A book,

quite full of illustrations, dealing with a full range of uses for

models. One basic aspect of this work is the presentation of

various types of models and how they can fee used in specific

circumstances. Model-making and photographing is also dealt with

in detail. ( 3 ~4)

3 . 8 Renewal and Renovation

Miner, Ralph W. Conservation of Historical and Cultural Resources.

Chicago: American Society of Planning Officials, 1969. A paper-

bound, mimeographed and illustrated study of this topic. Well

written, easy to read and comprehend, and the only decent item in

print on this topic. Expensive at $5, but well worth it. (2)
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3.9 Rejects

Vernon, Raymond. The Myth and Reality of our Urban Problems .

Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962.

Tunnard, C. The City o f Man . New York: Scribners, 1953.

Starr, Roger. Urban Choices. The City and Its Critics . Harmondsworth:
Pelican, 196 .

Sert, Jose Luis. Can Our Cities Survive. An ABC of Urban Problems ,

Their Analysi s, Their Soluti ons. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1942. Much too out-of-date.

Meyerson, Martin. Face of the Metropoli s. New York: Random House, 1963,

Logie, Gordon. The Urban Scene . London: Faber, 1964.

Le Corbusier (Jeanneret-Gris, C. E.). Concerning Town Planning . New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1940. Outdated and too esoteric.

Hubbard, T. K. Our Cities Today and Tomorrow . Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1929.

Hauser, Philip. The Study of Urbanization . New York: Wiley, 1965.

Gabor, Dennis. Inventing the Future . Harmondsworth: Pelican, 1963.

A misleading title. Of no value.

Mumford, Lewis. Art and Technics . New York: Columbia University
Press, 1952. Too esoteric and not quite useful.

Wilhelm, Sidney M. Urban Zoning and Land Use Theory . New York: Free

Press of Glencoe, 1963. A detailed study, but of little value for

student or teacher use. Too esoteric.

Carter, E. J. and E. Goldfinger. County of London Plan. London:

Pelican, 1945.

Stein, C. S. Toward Nev; Towns for America . Cambridge: M. I. T. Press,

1957. Totally outdated. Projects dealt with are pre 1950 and are

illustrated with photographs which are much too dated (30 or more

years). Of no value, even as a reference.

Bartholomew, Harland. Land Uses in American Cities . Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1955. Although a basic work at one time,

this work is of limited value through being both dated and oriented

too specifically to the U.S.A. Studies are much too much out-of-

date.

Gunn, James E. Han and t he Future. Lawrence: University Press of

Kansas, I960. Articles not suitable.

Rice, Mary J. Chicago: Port to the Wo rld. New York: Follett, 1969.

Unsuitable. A simple economic study of this city, but of no

value for urban studies.
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4 . Cities as Architecture (Planning II )

4.

1

General

Bacon, Edmund. The Design of Cities . New York: Viking Press, 1967.
A must . Of value for current and historical city structure from
the point of view of architecture. Well illustrated, with
conceptual drawings, maps and photographs, this work is of unusual
value in illustrating the concept of 'form and function' In the
city, from Greek times to the present. Ideas and illustrations
are quite clear and easily grasped by students. Unexcelled.
Unfortunately, this work is expensive at approximately $15 a copy,
but well worth it. (2)

Le Corbusier. The Rad iant Cit y. New York: Orion, 1967. An expensive
work ($22). This work, of all the works by this influential
planner-architect, is the most useful and usable in the classroom.
The information, charts, maps, diagrams, photos, etc., all are
blended together in such a way that much can be gleaned into the
problems and efforts of comprehensive planning. A must for library
reference. (3)

S p re i re gen , Pau 1 . Urban Design: The Architecture of Towns and Cities .

New York: McGraw-Hill, 196 . This work is structured well and
illustrated, covering the entire spectrum of the city, with
hundreds of line drawings covering material presented in the te::t.

Although expensive, this work is of decided value for library
reference. (3)

Auzelle, Robert. Encyclopedia de l'Urbanisme . Paris: Freal Vincent,
1950. This work is out-of-print and expensive. It is also
unique in that it is a two-volume work, loose-leaf, with foldouts.
In French, its main value is in having hundreds of studies with
photographs in association with maps and diagrams, all of which
can be removed and utilized on a continuously changing bulletin
board which can display all of the concepts which will be covered
on the city. Coverage is wor Id-wide, historical and current.

(4)

Whiffen, Marcus (ed.). The Architect and the City . Cambridge: The

M. I. T. Press, 1966. A collection of papers on such topics as

the purpose of the city, technology, ecology and urban renewal.

Although suitable for teacher reference only, this work is quite

worth-while in providing insights into many complicated areas of

study. (4)
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4.2 Historical

Rosenau, H. The Idea l City in i ts Archi tectural Evolution . London:
Kegan Paul, 195S. An overview is given to each historical period.
Well illustrated, this work gives ^ood perspectives for each period,

but is of value only to the teacher and for research. (3)

Great Ages of World Archite cture. A series.
Robert L. Scranton Greek
Frank E. Brown Roman
William MacDonald Early Christian and Byzantine
Howard Saalman Medieval
Robert Branner Gothic
Bates Lowry Renaissance
Vincent Scully, Jr. Modern

New York: Braziller, 1965. Other volumes in this series of

inexpensive, historical studies include volumes on the other
areas of urban development in the world. This is probably the

best buy that any library can make on a history of civilizations
through their architecture. The entire set of 12, hardbound,
retails for about $60, and is made up of volumes which devote

about 100 pages to text, general and easy to read and comprehend.

The second half of each volume is made up of illustrations.

A must. (3)

Gloag, John. A Guide to Western Architecture . London: Allen and Unwin,

1958. A basic history from the earliest origins to the 20th
century. The reading level is above average, but the illustrations

are superb and of use to all levels. This work is primarily a

study of buildings. Acceptable. (4)

Braun, Hugh. Historica l Architecture . London: Faber, 1953. A very

good item, well illustrated and moderately easy to read. Good,

concise evaluations are given each period, with purpose and

function of the architectural period. Decidely useful, but not

inexpensive. (4)

James, E. 0. From Cave to Cathedral . New York: Praeger, 1965. A

detailed study of man's place of sanctuary and worship, from the

paleolithic to modern times. A basic reference for a view of

man's earliest and most extensive architectural activities. Easy

reading for most. Expensive. (4)

4 . 3 Architects of the City

Giedion, J. Walter Gropius . New York: Reinhold, 1954. A basic

biography of this leader of modern architecture. Of little value,

though, in the classroom. Valuable only for research. (4)
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4.4 Hous ing

Wheaton, William L. C, etc. (ed.). Urban Housing . Toronto: Collier-
Macmillan, 1966. A reference of value in being a rather complete
collection of readings on this subject. Emphasis is on the U.S.A.,

but a good deal on urban housing in general. Above the average
reading ability, but the information can be of value for research.

(4)

Beyer, Glenn H. Housing and Society . Toronto: Collier-Macmillan, 1965,

A rather comprehensive study of housing, from both the human and

practical point of view. Useful sections on the history of

housing, construction, house design, ownership, sector location,

and housing in the U.K., the U.S.A., Western Europe and the

developing world. Useful, but as a reference only because of its

high reading level. (4)

Mayer, Albert. The Urgent Future: People, Housing, City. Region .

Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1967. The text deals with the need for

solving the increasing crisis in housing. The appeal made is for

public or multiple housing. The appeal is also quite emotional.
The content is quite broadly world-wide, with ample illustration

throughout with diagrams and photographs. Usefulness is limited

because of the price ($16.50), but is still quite a good reference.

(4)

4 . 5 Vernacular Architecture

Branch, Daniel P. Folk Architecture of the Eastern Mediterranean .

New York: Columbia University Press, 1966. A relatively

inexpensive, profusely illustrated book useful as a text on

vernacular architecture. Superb illustrations of Mykonos.

Valuable for both general and detailed study. (2-3)

Rudofsky, Bernard. Architecture Without Architects . New York:

Doubleday, 1964. More comprehensive of area than the item above,

but in less detail. A superb complementary volume. World-wide

coverage. (2-3)

NOTE: Both of these works are useful in the study of site, town form

and function as well as study of the small town or settlement

outside North /merica or northern Europe. These volumes fill a

gap left by most architecture-oriented material.

4.9 Re jects

Giedion, S. Architecture, You and Me .

Giedion, S. Space, Time, and Architecture , 3rd ed., Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1959. Of no value, too vague.

Lethaby, W. R. Architecture, Nature, and Magic . London: Duckworth, 1956,

Zevi, Bruno. Architecture as Space . New York: Horizon, 1957.
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Von Eckardt, W. A Place to Live: The Crisis of Our Cities . New York:

Delacorte, 1967. A rambling work, covering the spirit of those

involved in change, and the spirit of the city today. A good

study of the leading architects of change, but of no value in the

classroom.

5.0 Transportation

5.1 General

Mumford, Lewis. The Highway and the City . New York: New American

Library, 1963. This work carries on from The City in History , at

least regarding movement within the city. Unfortunately, the

information is presented in too esoteric a manner for general use

by students. Reference only.

Tunnard, Christopher. Man-made America . Montreal: McGill University

Press, 19 . An expensive ($17) and yet worth-while reference.

Text and illustrations are both good and useful. The approach

varies from other references in that it gives perspective to

varied problems of urban sprawl and transportation in particular.

This work is well laid out and easy to use. Units also on urban

landscape, industry and open spaces. (3)

Owen, Wilfred. Cities in the Motor Age . New York: Viking, 1959. A

study based upon transportation and problems created by it for the

city. Solutions are suggested for these problems. Unfortunately,

this work has few illustrations, but it is still of value as a

complement to the large, pictorial references. (4)

Owen, Wilfred. Metropolitan Transportation Problem . Revised ed.,

Washington: Brookings Institute, 1966. A must. This work can be

the basic text on transportation, with its historical antecedents,

its impacts, its current and future problems, etc., are covered

with an overview as well as documentation in specifics. Of all of

the works so far reviewed, this is one of the best texts. (1)

Pell, Senator Claiborne. Megalopolis Unbound: The Supercity and the

Transportation of Tomorrow. New York: Praeger, 1966. This work

uses the narrative to present a humanistic look at the city and

megalopolis of today and tomorrow with documentation from research

in the U.S.A. Of value for additional readings. (2)

Richards, Brian. New Movement in Cities . New York: Reinhold, 1966.

An excellent short work of value for studies in transportation

systems and proposals. Profusely illustrated with photographs and

diagrams. Easy reading and a good complementary text to Owen's

Metropolitan Transportation Problem . A must. (1)

Hennessey, R. A. S. Transport . London: Batsford, 1966. A simplified

study of transportation in England from the 18th century to the

present. This short work covers the development of the railway,

the automobile and, finally, sea and air transport. This work is

at best adequate, and of value only for the poorer student. (3)
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Meyer, J. R. , et al. The Urban Transportation Problem . Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1965. A work which goes into much detail

regarding transportation in the context of current urban change and

with a concise look at comparative cost factors and varying

possibilities ofsolutions to the problem. Unfortunately, this work

is much too detailed and statistical for use as much more than a

reference. (4)

The Freeway in the C ity: Principles of Planning and Design . A report

to the Secretary, Department of Transportation. Washington: United

States Government Printing Office, 1968. Profusely illustrated,

this work deals with the topic as outlined in the subtitle. This

book is of immense value in that it clearly and in simple terms,

discusses options and illustrates a full range of possibilities in

a way that any student can understand. This work emphasizes the

aesthetic and the gestalt effect of freeways on a location and

recommends various possibilities which can place the freeway in a

city as part of a transportation network. Included in this study

is detailed illustration of how transit can be integrated with

freeways and how freeway-transit corridors can be best put to use

for a human city. Much vitality to this work. A must. (2)

5.2 Specific or Technical Works

Buchanan Report (abridged). Traffic in Towns . Harmondsworth: Penquin,

1963. A must. Well illustrated with photographs, maps, schematic

drawings, etc., from the study of traffic in Britain. This survey,

with English plans and projects to cope with the multitude of

traffic problems there, is easily adapted for use in urban schools

in B. C. A vast amount of information is represented under one

cover. (3)

Jellicoe, Geoffrey. Hotopia . New York: Studio Books, 1961. An out-of-

print work which is still of value as a library reference. This

book has a good section on the history of transportation and the

city. This book is a must, though, for its presentation of a

future in which the automobile has entirely won over all other

considerations in planning. This work is well illustrated and

easy to read. The historical material is well supplemented by

illustracion. (4)

Roth, Gabriel. Paying for Roads . Harmondsworth: Pelican, 1967. A

relatively dry text on the economic problems of transportation and

roads. A good study, though, including transportation economics

and its effects upon towns, planning and mobility. (4)

5.9 Rejects

Wolfe, Roy. Transportation and Politics . Toronto: Van Nostrand, 1963.

A study in political geography and not at all related to urban

studies.
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Ritter, Paul. Planning for Man and Motor . London: Pergamon, 1964. Of

no value. This work is too chopped up, sectionalized, and

abbreviated to be of use in the classroom. The illustrations are

good, but not worth the price (about $13).

Thomas, David St. John. The Rural Transportation Problem . London:

Routledge and Kegan Paul and New York: Humanities Press, 1963.

Too oriented to British problems only.

6 . Society. Culture, and the City

6.1 General

Weaver, Robert C. The Urban Complex . Garden City: Doubleday-Anchor,
1966. This work is quite dry, but does give an exhaustive
introduction to the topic of urbanization from the sociological
point of view. Analyses are quite good, but far above the reading

level of the average reader. A reference only. (4)

Sirjamaki, John. The Sociology of Cities . New York: Random House, 1964.

A general introduction to this topic with historical application.

Modern urban characteristics are divided along economic and

sociological classifications. This work is of value as a reference
only. (4)

Bergel, E. E. Urban Sociology . New York: McGraw-Hill, 1955. This is

probably the best single text in the field. This work covers the

entire field from the point of historical urban sociology, social

geography, demographics, urban institutions and culture patterns.

Although intended for college level use, this work is a must for

the better student and the teacher. (3)

Whyte, William H. The Organization Man . Garden City: Doubleday-Anchor,

1956. This classic in urban institutions has some very useful

sections devoted to the effect of modern societal trends upon

suburban man. A must. (3)

Chinoy, Ely. Society: An Introduction to Sociology . 2nd ed. New York:

Random House, 1967. One of many good introductions to sociological

thought and techniques. Good units on the community and city,

technology, authority, demographics and social control. (3)

Hastie, Tom. Home Life . London: Batsford, 1967. An elementary and

well illustrated study of home life from pre-Roman times to the

early 20th century in England. An adequate social and cultural

introduction for the poorer student. (3)

Meyer, H. M. and C. F. Korn. (ed
. ) . Readings in Urban Geography .

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1959. A basic reader.

Most of the articles are technical and statistical. This reference

leans toward studies which are primarily sociological and economic.

Of definite value as a reference. (3)
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McDonagh, Edward C. and Jon E. Simpson (ed.). Social Problems:

Persistent Prob lems. Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.

An expensive and yet worth-while paperbound reader. The unit
leaders are good summaries. Sections of value include mass culture,

alienation, familial problems, population and several good readings

in possible solutions. Essentially a college level reader, but

some articles are not only short, but also readable for the average

student. Valuable. (2-3)

A second edition (1969) is well worth purchase in that it has been

brought up to date with a good number of new articles replacing
dated material. This edition also rated (2-3).

Mills, C. Wright. The Powe r Elite . New York: Oxford University Press,

1959. A study of those elites in society which regulate and control

modern society. A good reference. (4)

Hatt, Paul K. and Albert J. Ress, Jr. (ed.). Citie s and Society: The

Revised Reader in Urban Sociology, 2nd ed. Toronto: Collier-

Macmillan, 1957. A gooa collection of articles on the city, both

in general and technically. The entire spectrum, from the

sociological point of view, is dealt with. Although above the

reading ability of most students, this work is still a worth-while

library reference. (3)

Warner, S. B. (ed.). Planning for a Nation of Cities . Cambridge: The

M. 1. T. Press, 1966. A collection, sociological in orientation,

on urban culture and subcultures, services, physical planning,

and government responsibilities in American urban problems. A

good reader for the teacher and a valuable reference, but difficult

reading. (4)

Eeshers, Jane M. Urban Social Structure . New York: Free Press of

Glencoe, 1962. A reference work only. Short chapters on social

groups and their interaction. Reading level too high for general

use. Of value for comparative field work in social consequence in

neighborhood, clans, social structure and occupational status. A

worth-while, yet difficult book. (4)

Keller, Marvin R. and Harold C. Couse. Modern Sociology . Toronto:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969. A standard, high-school- level

text on sociology. Relatively sterile, this work is of value for

use with the poorer student. The subject is surveyed without

overburdening the reader with excessive verbiage. At this point,

this is the best basic sociology reviewed for the poorer student,

but far toelow the quality of Bergel or Chinoy. (2-3)

Mann, W. E. (ed.). Canada: A Sociological Profile . Toronto: Copp-

Clark, 1968. This work is a significant collection of leadings

dealing with population, the family, social stratification, ethnic

groups, urban phenomenon, political and economic institutions,

media and social change. The topics are quite good. Extremely

useful and readable. For general use, suitable for the top

third. As a reference, useful for all students. (3)
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6.2 Specific Studies

Gottmann, Jean. Megalopolis: The Urbanized NE Seaboard of the Uni t ed

States . Cambridge: M. I. T. Press, 1961. A superb and exhaustive
study of this area, and comparable to the New York Metropolitan
Region Study. But, for secondary school students, this work is

too detailed, too dry and too boring. This work is valuable as a

library reference only. (4)

Von Eckardt, Wolf. The Challenge of Megalopolis . New York: Macmillan,
1964. This work is based upon the original study by Gottmann above.
Well illustrated, easy to read, and a simplification of Gottmann's
detail, this work is of value for use as a basic study of this
region and is ideally suited for use in general reading. (3)

NOTE: A 'graphic presentation' or workbook of the above title is

also available. This rendering of a rendering is the easiest to
read, and a useful supplement. (New York: Macmillan, 1964).

(3)

New York Metropolitan Region Study. These 10 volumes include:

Anatomy of a Metropolis
Made in New York
The New Comers
Wages in the Metropolis
One-tenth of a Nation
1400 Governments
Freight and the Metropolis
Money Metropolis

These eight volumes are exhaustive, but much too detailed for use

as more than research. Single copies only. (4)

R. Vernon. Metropolis 1985 . This work is a synthesis of the first

eight volumes. The material covered is detailed and dry, but has

a good deal of information for societal studies. Of value to the

teacher and for research. (3)

B. R. Berman. Projection of a Metropoli s. The final volume

resulting from the collective studies above. (4)

Garden City: Doubleday-Anchor, 1959.

Vidich, Arthur J. Small Town in Mass Society . Garden City: Doubleday-

Anchor, 1960. A study of class structure and power in rural

communities. The village in America is studied from 1850 through

1950. This study is dry, but has a good deal of worth-while

information. Useful primarily for the teacher. (4)

Warner, W. Lloyd. Yankee City . New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963.

A study originally completed in the mid-1940s, but still relevant

for studies in class structure, family status, urban fringe change,

etc. A narrative study of an imaginary community in New England.

This one volume abridgement is a useful library reference. (4)

E.
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Stein, Maurice. The Eclipse o f Community . New York: Harper, 1964. A
very good item, but a bit sticky for general student reading. A
valuable reference, and one of decided merit for the teacher. Major
American sociological studies of the city, since the 1920s, are
included. The Lynds, Park, Warner, etc., are well covered. (3)

Porter, John. Canadian Social Structure: A Statistical Profile .

Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1967. Brief explanatory
introductions with statistical tables related to demographic
structure, family, the economy, government, leisure, etc. Well
worth-while and of immense value. (2)

Heritage of Sociology Series. Of this series, the following titles are

of value:

Ralph H. Turner (ed.). Robert E. Park on Social Control and

Collective Behavior . (1967).
H. W. Pfautz (ed.). Charles Booth on the City: Physical Pattern

and Social Structure . (1967).
A. J. Reiss. Louis Wirth on Cities and Social Life . (1964).
Robert E. Park and E. W. Burgess. The City . (1967).

Four reference items published by the University of Chicago Press.

The City is a major work in urban sociology, if not the most

important in American urban sociology. The discipline was

essentially established at the University of Chicago, and although

these works date back to the beginning of the century, they are

essential, as references, for the student or teacher researching
into the beginnings of urban sociology, or the bases of so many
of the present theories in the discipline. The City , by Park, is

constantly referred to in most modern works, while the other three

works present the foundation theories in man and his role and

stresses in the urban setting, social organization, social planning,
human ecology, collective behavior, functional analysis, etc.

Useful reference works.
The City (3)

Others (4)

6.3 Social Psychology

Brown, Roger. Social Psychology . New York: Free Press, 1965. This

work is far beyond the reading capacity of the average secondary

school student, but of great value for teacher research. (4)

Parsons, Talcott. Social Structure and Pe rsonality . Toronto: Collier-

Macmillan, 1965. This work, by one of the most eminent social

scientists of the 20th century, is also far beyond the grasp of

students, but car. provide insight into this tool for investigating

urban behavior. Other works by Parsons can also be a help because

he has tried to tie the social sciences together under one unified

theory of action. (See Talcott Parsons and Edward A. Shils, ed.,

Toward a General Theory o f Action . New York: Harper, 1951.)

(4)
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Mannheim, Karl. Essays on Sociology a nd Social Psychology . New York:

Oxford University Press, 1953. Section four is of value to the

teacher. (4)

Henry, Jules. Culture Against Man . New York: Random House, 1963. This
work is more popularized than the preceding, but has a broader
area of application. Its style is adequate for use in school and
in a good introduction for the teacher untrained in social
psychology. (3)

Riesman, David. The Lonely Crowd . New Haven: Yale University Press,

1961. This work is of definite value to teacher and for some
students in the study of mass social processes and the effects of
modern urban life upon Western man. As is true of all other works

in this field so far reviewed, the level of reading is decidedly
above that of the average student. (2-3)

Bergel, E. E. Social Stratification . Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1962. A

highly readable accounting of this complicated subject with
completeness and a constant high level of interest. This work is

of decided value for library reference. (3)

6.4 Political

Phillips, Jewell C. Municipal Government and Administration in America .

Toronto: Collier-Macmillan, 1960. A detailed, yet well laid out,

college text on the topic. A superb reference for comparative

purposes (to Canada). Primarily this work dissects local

government by function (government and administration), giving a

detailed mass of information in easy to use terms and in a

scholarly, dry, out not unpalatable style. (4)

Banfield, Edward C. (ed.). Urban Government: A Reader in Administration
and Politics . 4th ed. Toronto: Collier-Macmillan, 1969. A good

many chapters are applicable to Canadian urban political problems,

including metro government. This work deals both with universal

problems as well as situations and studies of particular American

cities. The general studies make this work of value in Canada.

(4)

Danielson, Michael N. (ed.). Metropolitan Politics: A Reader. Boston:

Little, Brown and Co., 1966. A selection of current literature on

local government, metropolitan politics, and urban development.

This volume is of value because it analyzes the political

structure rather than its reform. The readings provide a wide

range of perspectives as well as being useful in that they deal

with a broad spectrum of issues. A useful reference. (3)

Almond, Gabriel A. and Sidney Verba. The Civic Culture: Political

Attitudes and Democracy in Five Nations. Boston: Little, Brown,

1963. An abridgement of the 1963 Princeton University Press

publication, Deals with attitudes and participatory democracy.

Feelings of competence and realization of involvement and

participation are dealt with in detail. Unfortunately, this work

does not deal with Canada, but the study is of value as a

reference and its studies of a general nature. (4)
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Rowat, Donald C. The Canadian Munic ipal System: Essays on the
Improvement of Local Government . Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,
1969. Although this work is, as the author states, the only book
on local government of Canada, usefulness is limited for more than
reference in that the book is quite dry and too oriented to

Eastern Canadian examples. Some parts of this work relate to the

general Canadian example, and these sections make this work quite
useful as a reference. (3)

Province of British Columbia. Municipa l Act . Available with annual
up-dating. Victoria: Queen's Printer, annual. This dry document
is an essential reference for review of the legal structures within
which cities must operate in the province. The extent of
municipal power is laid out here. Quite worth-while and

inexpensive. (3)

Hunter, Floyd. Community Power Structure: A Study of Decision Makers .

Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1953. Primarily
a study of power structure of a hypothetical regional city,

utilizing the Yankee City format (but to study political systems

rather than social structure). A biography in time of power

concentration and utilization. A worth-while reference for depth
study in power politics. (4)

6 . 5 Urban Anthropology

Morris, Desmond. The Human Zoo . Toronto: Clarke, Irwin, 1960. An

interesting study comparing animal behavior with that of human

beings, especially man in the urban setting. From its inception

to the present, the urban animal is analyzed. As an anthropological

study, this work rambles. As a reading, it is quite interesting

and throws a different slant on urban history, society, class and

groups. The chapter on sexual patterns is handled well, but night

limit its general use. Useful for the teacher. (4)

Hall, Edward T. The Hidden Dimension . Garden City: Doubleday, 1966.

Another anthropological study, dealing with space, its use and

its effect upon man. Crowding and social behavior, space from the

point of view of all the senses, and various cultural and inter-

cultural responses to space are dealt with. Excellent!

Readable and certainly suitable for secondary school use. The

better of the two. (2)

6. 6 Urban Economics

Re id, Timothy E. Contemporary Canada: Readings in Economics . Toronto:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969. A reader which includes a

general study of economics, and economic factors in Canada. In

this area, this work, with its many short readings, is useful.

Although not directly geared to urban economics, this work will

prove of value in that it is inclusive of articles related to

urban conditions. As a reference, then, this work can prove to be

of value. (3-4)
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6.9 Re ject s

Schlivek, Louis B. Man in Metropolis . Garden City: Doubleday, 1965.

Clark, S. D. (ed.). Urbanism and the Changing Canadian Society .

Toronto: University of Toronto, 1964. A collection of readings
dealing with the social values and institutions of the community.
Too detailed, statistical and dry to be of any use.

Haskins, C. P. Of Societie s and Men . New York: Viking Press, 1960.
Too philosophical to be of any value.

Wager, W. W. The City of Man . Baltimore: Pelican, 1963. This book
does deal with man, but from the point of view of philosophy. No
value for the course.

Sherif, Muzafer and Carl Hovland. Social Judgement: Assimilation and
Contrast Effects in Communication and Attitude Change . New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1961. Too esoteric.

Lowe, Jeanne R. Cit ies in a Race with Time: Progress and Pove rty in

America' s Citie s. New York: Vantage (Random House), 1968. Too
American oriented and 'hung up 1 on the Negro situation.

Bicanic, Rudolf. Problems of Planning: East and West . Hague: Mouton
and New York: Humanities Press, 1967. National economic planning,
not urban.

7 . The Morphology of the City (Geography)

7.1 General

Dickinson, Robert E. The Western European City. New York: Humanities
Press and London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1961. A general, but

highly detailed, study of historical location and development of
towns. The first part of the book covers Europe in general. The
second part is a detailed study of urban function, morphology, the

historic city throughout Europe and modern urbanism. This work is

a good reference only and is too detailed for general student use.

(3)

Dickinson, Robert E. City and Region: A Ge ographical Interpretation .

New York: Humanities Press and London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,

1964. As with Dickinson's other work, The Western European City ,

this work is too detailed for general student use, but is of ^reat

value as a reference. This book looks at the region, as a social

unit, as a regional center, as a focal point of urban-rural
interaction, as a locus of change, as well as urban regions world-

wide. Well worth-while supplement to The Western European City .

(3)
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Dickinson, Robert E. The City Region in Wes tern Europe . New York:
Humanities Press and London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1967. An
abridged version of City and Region which deals exclusively with
Western Europe. No value as a supplement or reader. The
abridging is of sections, not content, so this work is still
detailed, and has less than the full work. This item tends to be

superfluous.

Taylor, G. Urban Ge ography . London: Methuen, 1964. A well illustrated
and readable work with sections on definitions and scope, the

historical city, types of cities, and factors governing location
and growth. This work is easier reading than Murphy, but much
drier and much less interesting. (3)

Stamp, L. Dudley. Applied Geography . Harmondsworth: Pelican, 1967. A
superb work and a good basic human geography. This study of
population, planning, land use, urban geography, industrial
geography, etc., is a good basic item, although oriented to

Great Britain. (4)

Jones, Emrys. Human Geography . London: Chatto and Windus, 1965. Along
with the work by Stamp mentioned above, this text provides general
study of man and his environment, including the city. Easy reading.

(4)

Smailes, Arthur E. The Geography of Towns . London: Hutchinson
University Library, 19 . This short book deals with the origin,

setting and morphology of towns. A good general study of towns.

(2-3)

Hull, Oswald. Frontiers of Geography . London: Macmillan, 1964. A

good human geography with strong representation of materials to be

covered in the course, but, in comparison with the Stamp and Jones

books mentioned above, this one is second rate. (4)

Jones, Emrys. Towns and Cities . London: Oxford University Press, 1966.

This short work deals with the basic nature of the city, the

historical urban process, and the city and its region today. This

work does not overlap information presented in Jones's other work

mentioned above. A bit dry. (3)

National Council for Geographical Education. Urban Geography . Topics

in Geography 1. Normal: Illinois State University, 1966. An

essential reader. Inexpensive. Readings include a general survey

of urban geography as well as specific theory, including a good

study of Christaller's 'Central Place Theory.' (2)

Highsmith, Richard M. (ed.). Case Studies in World Geography . Englewood

Cliffs: Prentice -Ha 11, 1961. A reader including readings on

Vancouver and Kitimat in B.C., as well as chapters covering cities

dependent upon industry, recreation, natural resources and

agriculture. A good reference. (4)
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Gunn, Angus M. Patte rns in World Geography . Toronto: Gage, 1968. A
general geography with units covering population, urban centers
from the geographical point of view, the historical city, and
regional studies of Holland, France and Japan. Unfortunately,
this book is devoted in large part to all aspects of geography,
limiting coverage of the city to less than 257. of the text. In

light of this, this book is of value only as a reference, and then
less so in light of all the other books available. Easy reading
and good for the poorer student, though. (3)

Freeman, T. W, Geography and Plann ing. New York: Humanities Press
and London: Hutchinson University Library, 1967. A rather short
and concise work. Topics covered include physical limitations,
rural land use, urban geography, problems of urban location and
relocation, etc. A good secondary reference. (3)

Johnson, James H. Urban Geography: An Introductory Analysis . Toronto:

Pergamon, 1967. A basic urban geography dealing with historic
form, demographics, occupational characteristics, sectors of urban

activity, current form and urban geographical theory. An excellent
work for teacher use. Concise, but too dry for general application.
Reading level too high for more than reference. (4)

Beaujeu-Garnier, J. and C. Chabot. Urban Geography . London: Longmans,

1967. A study which is an evaluation of the urban condition today

as well as the specific situation in various cities about the world,

This work can be characterized as a regional study in urban
geography. Specific urban function is dealt with in detail, with

world-wide examples. Quite useful and different from previous

works. Difficult going. (3-4)

Lithwick, N. H. and Gilles Paquet (ed.). Urban Studies: A Canadian

Perspective . Toronto: Methuen, 1968. The title of this book is

misleading. Essentially a collection o£ sophisticated geographical

studies, this item is of immense value for detailed geographical

analysis. In particular, the authors attempt to develop a cross-

disciplinary approach between economics and geography. Quite a

good reference for the urban geographer. Of no value for student

use. (4)

7.2 Historical Geography

Mitchell, J. G. Historical Geography . London: English University

Press, 1963. This work is dry and a bit hard going, but has some

worth-while information on village site and development, town

location and development, and a short historical study of

transportation through the 19th century. Library reference only.

(4)
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7 . 3 Industrial Geography

Alexandersson, Gunnar. Geography of Manufact uring. Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, 1967. This work is basically an economic geography,
but has sections on manufacturing and its effects upon urban areas.
Distribution patterns of manufacturing in the urban area are also
dealt with. Of value only as reference. (4)

Estall, R. C. and R. 0. Buchanan. Industrial Activity and Economic
Geography . London: Hutchinson University Library, 19 . This
work is much too technical for general student use, but has some
reference value for location and productivity of manufacturing
complexes. Of very limited use. (4)

7. 9 Rejects

Pritchard, J. M. Towns and Cities . London: Dent, 1967. Brief and
dry. Much too statistical and based upon rote memorization.
Useless

.

8.0 Pollution

1. 1 General

Carson, Rachel. The Silent Spring . Greenwich: Fawcett-Crest, 1964.

An excellent work to develop student awareness of and interest in

the evils of the current pollution cycle. Of limited use, though,

because of the long chapters and the use of narration. Utilization
may be difficult, but this is still the best. (2)

Goodman, Marshall. Controlling Pollution . Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-

Hall, 1967. A selection of readings on the problems, current

action and solutions. Quite readable. (2)

Gregory, Peter. Polluted Homes . Occasional Papers on Social

Administration, Number 15. London: G. Bell and Sons, 1965. The

study emphasizes England and in this sense is of little value, but

the questionnaire is of great value in the development of classroom
development of questionnaires. A paperback (inexpensive). (4)

Maunder, W. J. (ed.). Pollution: What It Is , What It Does, What Can Be

Done About It . Victoria: University of Victoria, 1969. A

collection of articles by observers of pollution in the Northwest.

An excellent and inexpensive item. Its local character adds to its

value. Articles are on all forms of pollution, means of combating

it, and future prospects (to 2000 A.D.). Easy reading. Good!

(2)

Devos, Anthony, et al. (ed.). The Po l lution Reader . Montreal: Harvest

House, 1968. A series of readings dealing with pollution of soil,

water and air. Each reading is from 5 to 20 pages. Some readings

are excellent. All are useful. A quite useful reader. (3)
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8.9 Rejects

Vallentine, H. R. Water in t he Service of Man . Harmondsworth: Pelican,
1967. Nothing on problems and only on its use.

9.0 Population

NOTE: This section does not attempt to be inclusive. Some basic books
are listed. Other sources should be consulted.

9.1 General

Cipolla, Carlo. The Economic History of World Population . Harmondsworth:
Pelican, 1967. 4th ed. One of the two best books for students on
population, historical and modern. Well documented, this work is

interesting to read. A must for student use. (1)

Freedman, Ronald (ed.). Population: The Vital Revolution . Garden City:
Doubleday-Anchor, 1964. Along with Cipolla's work, this book
provides an interesting and comprehensive look at the problem of
population. The full spectrum of population study, with demography-
oriented, discipline-oriented and region-oriented readings. A must
in conjunction with Cipolla. (1)

Hauser, Philip. Population Dilemma . New York: Prentice-Hall, 1963. A
collection of readings on population in general, economic factors
of population, means of population control, major problems and
conditions in the U.S.A. A good secondary reference. (2)

Borgstrom, Georg. The Hungry Planet , rev.ed. New York: Collier, 1967.

A world-wide overview of the problems of population, food

production and natural resource depletion. Well set up for short

readings. This text is easy to read, well illustrated, and

balanced with easy-to-comprehend statistical information. A good

secondary reference. (2)

Bowen, Ian. Population. London: Nisbet, 1954. Dated, but still of

value for the economics of population, world conditions, Malthusian

effects, future prospects, and problems. An excellent item, but

only of secondary value because of its age. (4)

Tomlinson, Ralph. Population Dynamics . New York: Random House, 1965.

A basic text for the teacher. A good reference for those who are

deficient in this area and want full depth coverage. Too detailed

for student use. (4)

Hearst, Stephen. 2000 Million Poor . Toronto: Harrap, 1965. An

inexpensive hardbound book, written in narrative form. Interesting,

but primarily political and of little value for the course as more

than reference. (3)
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Osborn, Fairfield (ed.). Our Crowded Planet: Essays on the Pressures
of Population . Garden City: Doubleday, 1962. This collection of
short essays on various aspects of population is useful for class
use. Most are short and highly readable and deal with population
pressure, religious values, social and moral consequences of
pressure of population, etc. Quite worth-while. (2)

Brown, Harrison. The Challenge of Man's Future . New York: Viking, 1954,

This work is of particular value for a study of population. Looking
at resources, demographics, food and power, future prospects are

discussed. Chapters are long and this distracts from the work's
usefulness, but it still stands as a valuable supplemental reader.
Reading level is not too high. (3)

Thompson, Warren S. and David T. Lewis. Population Problems . 5th ed.

Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1965. A complete study of the topic. The

reading level is decidedly college-level, but this work is of
immense usefulness in that it deals with theory, detailed analysis

of population composition and distribution, historical population
patterns, and current distribution and resources. The information
included is quite complete and well illustrated. A must as a

reference. (4)

9 .

2

Historical

Glass, D. V. (ed.). Populatio n in History . London: Arnold, 1965.

Basically a reference for certain aspects of population study.

This work covers European and North American demographic history

from the 17th century to the 20th. A must for this area of

population studies. Reference only. (4)

9.3 Technical Demographics

Abrams, Charles. Man's Struggle for Shelter in an Urbanizing World .

Cambridge: M. I. T. Press, 1964. A technical study of population

inflation and its urban pressures. Much of this work relates to

the problems of the under-developed world. A worth-while

supplement for reference. (3)

Clarke, John. Popu lation Geography . New York: Pergamon, 1965. A

technical study which is too demographic and statistical for use

as more than a library reference. A superb resource, but useless

as more than that. (4)

Zelinsky, Wilbur. A Prologue to Population Geography . Englewood

Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1966. Too demographic ally oriented. A

fine, basic study for teacher preparation and research, but much

too dry for student use. (4)

Stone, Leroy 0. Urban Development in Canada: An Introduction to the

Demographic Aspects . Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1967,

Technical and statistical, but a very useful reference. Well

illustrated with graphs and charts. This book is so structured

that most students should have little trouble in using it.

Exhaustively complete. (2-3)
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9.9 Rejects

Hauser, Philip. Population and World Politics . Glencoe: Free Press,

1958.

10.0 Cybernetics and Society

10.1 General

Philipson, Morris. Automation: Its Implications for the Future .

New York: Vintage, 1962. A good reader on the cultural effects of

cybernation. Articles by leaders, both industrial and political,

are useful. This work is a bit heavy for the average student, but

stands as an excellent reference. (3)

Dunlop, John T. (ed.). Automation and Technological Change . Englewood

Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1962. An American Assembly book. A good

reader on automation. A bit heavy going, but still well

structured for general student use. A fully comprehensive

coverage of the history, consequences of, problems, etc. Well

worth-while. (3)

Kahn, Herman and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for

Speculation on the Next Thirty-Th ree Years . New York: Macmillan,

1967. An essential work. Possible futures are dealt with in this

well developed and gripping work. Computers, lasers and many other

technological developments are dealt with in a variety of ways.

Possible 'models' of futures are not only dealt with, but also

presented with alternatives. Not mere prediction, but valuable

food for serious thought. An absolute must. (2)

Hellwig, Jessica. Introduction To Computers and Programming . New York:

Columbia University Press, 1969. A relatively simple and easy-to-

comprehend introduction to this topic. A good student or layman's

reference. (3-4)

10.2 Technological Materials

Rose, John. Automa tion: Its Anatomy and Physiology . London: Oliver

and Boyd, 1967. An adequate introduction to the technology of

computers and automation. A good study of the science of

cybernetics. No social or human effects discussed (see Rose,

Automation: Its Uses and Consequences, Section 10.1). (3)

Halloran, J. D. The Effects of Mass Communication with Special Reference

to Television. Working Paper No. 1, Television Research Committee.

Leicester University Press and New York: Humanities Press, 1965.

A short, inexpensive work with reference to studies in the U.S.A.

and England. Sociologically oriented. A worth-while reference.

(4)
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Steinitz, Carl and Peter Rogers. A Sys tems Analysis Model of Urbanization

and Change: An Experiment in Interdis c iplinary Education

.

Cambridge: Harcard University, G-aduate School of Design, 1968.

A general survey of model -building, using Boston as a source of

data. The model constructed is dealt with in detail, with

discussion of structuring to analyze all the various functions and

activities of a community. A technical report of value for its

simulation characteristics. Of use only in those locations where

systems analysis or computer analysis is available. (4)

Braithwaite, Max. Servant or Master: A Casebook of Mass Media .

Agincourt: Book Society of Canada, 1963. A brief yet worth-while

study of news, editorializing, advertising, propaganda, 'education'

and entertainment. Excellent. (1-2)

10.9 Rejects

Thomas, Shirley. Computers : Their History, Present Applicat i ons, and

Future . New York: Holt, Rinehart, 1965. A general work which is

inapplicable for use for study or reference.

Brightbill, Charles K. The Challenge of Leisure . New York: Prentice-

Hall, 1960. Nothing of value.

Gabor, Dennis. Inventing the Fu ture . Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1963.

Misleading title.

Demcyzynski, S. Automation and the Future of Man . London: George

Allen and Unwin "and New York: Hillary House, 1964. An interesting

book, but unsuitable for secondary school use.

11.0 Miscellaneous

11.1 Illustrative Materials

Gunn, Angus M. B. C: Landform and Settlemen t. Richmond (B.C.):

Smith Lithograph, 1967. A useful, illustrated volume on B.C.

dealing with early history and settlement. Photos and naps of

Victoria, Vancouver and other communities are of value for lab

work on community problems. (2-3)

Blair, C. L. The Canadian Landscape . Toronto: Copp Clark, 19 .

Valuable for both physical and urban geography. Photos and survey

caps are useful for meaningful laboratory exercises which can ?ive

a beneficial assistance in urban studies. Major Canadian cities,

as well as London and Paris, are dealt with. Useful urban

analysis labs. Haps badly dated in this edition. (2-3)

11.2 Compendia, Statistical

National Council for Geographic Education. Statistics for Geography

Teachers. Topics in Geography 2. Normal: Illinois State

University, 1967. Valuable information on urban population,

usability of land, etc. Reference only. (4)
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11.9 Rejects (None)

12 .0 Periodicals and Journals

A large number of periodicals are available, and the following list is

not inclusive of all, but is more a selection of some of the journals
available. Asterisks are placed before those of noted worth to student
and/or teacher. The others are listed to indicate scope of materials
available

.

12.1 General

*Habitat Central mortgage and housing corporation
Review Community Planning Association of Canada
Current
Trans -act ion (US)

*American Society of Planning Officials Newsletter (superb bibliography)
Fortune (US)

Saturday Review (US)

Scientific American
*Ekistics (Athens center of ekistics)
Daedalus (US)

12 .

2

Technical and Professional

GEOGRAPHY
Canadian Geographer
Geography (GB)

Journal of Geography (US)

Geographical Review (US)

Geographical Bulletin (CAN)

ARCHITECTURAL
American Institute of Architects Journal
Architectural Review
Landscape (US)

Progressive Architecture (US)

Landscape Architecture
Royal Institute of British Architects Journal

PLANNING
Journal of the American Institute of Planners

Urban Studies (GB)

Plan Canada (Town Planning Institute of Canada)

Journal of Regional Science (US)

Long Range Planning (US)

Journal of the Town Flanning Institute (GB)

Planning Outlook (GB)

Town Planning Review (GB)

Australian Planning Institute Journal
Urban Affairs Quarterly (US)
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12.2 Technical and Professional - (continued)

OTHER RELATED DISCIPLINES
Economic Geography (US)

Comparative Studies in Sociology and History (US)

American Journal of Sociology
American Journal of Economics and Sociology
American Sociological Review
Demography (US)

Journal of Historical Research (US)

Sociological Review (US)

Traffic Quarterly (US)

Land Economics (US)

Comparative Political Studies (US)

Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science
Canadian Historical Review
International Journal of Comparative Sociology (Canada)

British Journal of Sociology
Public Administration (GB)

Political Quarterly (GB)

Journals listed are done so without prejudice. Those asterisked are

from noting content of six or more issues. Others seem to be quite

useful, but will only be noted following adequate content review. Some

are decidedly too costly or too specialized, but are still listed in

that good articles have appeared in them.

NOTE: More comment on this section will appear in the fall 1970

supplement.

12 . 9 Rejects (None)

13.0 Other Related Literature and Resources

Introduction

Material in this section is included to provide a broader scope on the

city. The city, and its people, as a subject of study, cannot avoid

the effect of the surrounding physical environment. Ecology, as related

to the city, is becoming recognized as a very real need in dealing with

the city and its problems. For t his reason, material from the natural

sciences will be included.

Science fiction has also been included to give the teacher material to

help students develop an open mind and an inquiring mind regarding not

only the future, but also the consequences of certain present trends in

our society. The topics are conjecture, but are all well handled as

'realistic' assessments of possible future worlds. In dealing with the

city and its future, all is conjecture anyway. Science fiction is a

highly digestible form in which to deal with this subject. In addition,

there are few other materials on this area of a nonfictional nature,

and the subject must be covered.
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13.0 Other Related Literature and Resources - (continued)

Finally, political theory is included where the theorist has had a

marked influence on the development of urban life in our civilization
from Greek times to the 19th century.

These last two areas are also significant in that both science fiction
and political theory are dealt with in the Grade 11 English program.

13.

1

Natural Sciences

Sollers, Allan. Ours is the Earth: Appraising Natural Resources and

Conservation . New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963. An
ecological study dealing with basic elements (water, soil, forest,

minerals, etc.). A short work, primarily of value for reference
by students with poor reading ability. Each chapter is short --

almost superficially so -- yet satisfactory. (4)

Odum, Eugene P. Ecology . Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963.

Too scientifically oriented and of no value for a social studies

course. (no)

Darling, F. Fraser and John P. Milton (ed.). Future Environments of

North America . Garden City: Natural History Press, 1966. A

collection of papers presented at a 1965 conservation conference.

Decidedly a reference only, but of much value as such. Reference

is made to the full range of man and his natural environment,

ecology, and the interaction of man with nature. The section on

Regional Planning and Development is of greatest value, but other

sections have specifically worth-while and useful studies. Reading

level is generally high, but is still useful. Most articles are

no more than 20 pages long. (3)

Richardson, Ronald E., et al., (ed.). Developing Water Resources: The

St. Lawrence Seaway and the Columbia/Peace Power Projects . Toronto:

Ryerson Press, 1969. Although not directly involved with the urban

condition, the development of natural resources and the resulting

industrial/transportation complexes is still of significance to the

study of urbanization. The two areas studied are dealt with through

historical as well as current developments. (4)

13.2 Fiction

All the books listed below have value. No coding is given. These items

would be of particular value in developing imaginative thinking regarding

possible futures- for society. Being paperbacks, they go in and out of

print..

Charbonneau, Louis. Psychedelic-40 . New York: Bantam, 1964. A good

study of a possible future world in which a nation is controlled

by an elite that holds absolute power through the use of drugs on

the general populace. Interesting.
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Asiraov, Isaac. The Caves of Steel . New York: Pyramid, 1962. A must.

This story is both shattering and gripping. A superb study of a

civilization in which the masses are confined to an urban complex
in which the sun is reserved for the elites, and open air and

space are held in horror. The resulting look at changes in

attitudes to human values, as we know of them, is handled
beautifully. One of the best five.

Asimov, Isaac. The Naked Sun . New York: Lancer, 1964. A sequel to the

previous novel, in which a citizen of the above-mentioned society

is confronted with a society which is its direct opposite. Also
one of the best five.

Huxley, Aldous. Brave New World . New York: Bantam, 1960. The classic

study of man in the future. A decidedly valuable study of a

streamlined Eden, and two who escaped.

Charbonneau, Louis. No Place on Earth . Greenwich: Fawcett-Crest , 1959.

In the same line as 1984 , this novel portrays a world enslaved by

a dictatorship which controls not only all public actions of the

individual, but also such private matters as marriage and child-

bearing. Gripping.

Pohl, Frederick and C. M. Kornbluth. Gladiator-at-Law . New York:

Ballantine, 1966. The study of a future urban civilization in

which the great corporations have secured total power. Included

is possible implications of social conditioning. Control of the

masses through psychiatry and surgery is both interesting and

horrifying.

Pohl, Frederick and C. M. Kornbluth. The Space Merchants . New York:

Ballantine, 1953. A novel in which the advertising interests have

secured power over the entire community. Good.

C. M. Kornbluth. The Syndic . New York: Berkeley, 1965. A novel in

which the nation has been gripped first by anarchy and then mob

control. Interesting as a non-social society.

Orwell, George. 1984 . New York: Signet, 1961. A must.

Orwell, George. Animal Farm . New York: Signet, 1961. Good.

Roshwald, Mordecai. Level 7 . New York: Signet, 1961. A good study of

a future in which nuclear war has forced man below the surface into

a chaotic and horrifying society of mole- like existence. Quite

good.

Galouye, Daniel F. Simulacron-3 . New York: Bantam, 1964. Simulation

of an entire society and mass control through polls is the theme

of this novel. Polling, carried to an extreme, with the playing

with lives carried on like statistics. Artificial society creation

and manipulation. Good.
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Bheckley, Robert. The Status Civilization . New York: Signet, 1960.

A world is described in which non-conformists are memory-washed,
an earth altered and stratified by fear of the radical and non-
conventional. Interspersed throughout the book is an excellent
study of man in a future.

Harrison, Harry. Make Room/Make Room . New York: Berkeley, 1967. One

of the best five. A study of New York in the year 1999, with a

population of 35,000,000. This book, dealing with overpopulation,
and the ensuing disintegration of living standards and society as

we know them, is both gripping and horrifying. A must.

Christopher, John. The Long Winter . Greenwich: Fawcett-Crest , 1962.

A study of a future in which natural forces, in this case a new and
sudden ice age, forces man to abandon cities in Europe. The
resulting collapse of society and of Western civilization is sobering.

Christopher, John. The Death of Grass. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1958.

Man's dependence upon nature is graphically illustrated in this
novel of a future in which all forms of grass die off. The effect
upon civilization is immediate and devasting. Interesting.

Raphael, Ralph. Code Three . New York: Berkeley, 1967. A future world
of gigantic expressways and in which the automobile has won the

controversy over transportation, intra- and inter-urban. A good

study. One of the basic five.

Herbert, Ralph. The Dragon in the Sea. New York: Avon, 1967. A world

of the future in which the major nations have exhausted their land

resources, and now must fight for these below the sea. A novel of

the not -too- far future. One of the basic five.

Heinlein, Robert. Varied titles . This man has written a series of novels

and short stories which he has tied together in a comprehensive
series dealing with the future from 1975 to 2600 A.D. A very well

done series. Titles include The Green Hills of Earth , Methusalah's
Children , Revolt in 2100 , The Man who Sold the Moon , etc. All of

this series is not yet published. The approach is interesting and

many of the short stories are particularly good in portraying man

in a plausible future. This series concludes the basic five.

Young, Michael. The Rise of the Meritocracy, 1870-2033 . Harmondsworth:

Penguin, 1965. A satirical novel of a world in 2034. The title

gives a key to its approach. This 'history' of a society based

upon merit is well done.

Spinrad, Norman. Bug Jack Barron . New York: Avon, 1969. An excellent

novel of a future about 20 years ahead. The characterization is

superb, the background and plot gripping. As a novel, this work is

remarkable. As a study of society, societal contrast, future social

conditions, etc., it is quite useful. One should be forewarned that

there is one, brief erotic passage and a liberal use of

'descriptive' phraseology -- but suiting the life of a hippy 20

years later, when he is no longer a hippy but in the establishment.
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13.3 Philosophy

These philosophers speak to the problem of the individual and his place
is society.

The Republic , by Plato. (4th century B.C.).

The Politics of Aristotle. New York: Modern Library, 1943. Both of
these study the attitude of the ancient Greek to the individual in

the highly religion-oriented Greek city-states. Of value in relation
to Fustel de Coulanges's The Ancient City . (4th century B.C.)

The Prince and the Discourses , by Machiavelli. Much of these
dissertations applies to what was later accepted as political
theory for city and state in all of Europe, not only Renaissance
Italy, but also Baroque Western civilization. (early 16th century)

The Leviathan , by Thoman Hobbes . A worth-while book of man's rights and

the need for control of the basically evil individual by the state.

Of value as representative of the Baroque attitude to man. (1651)

The Social Contract , by Jean Jacques Rousseau. This is a study of nan
isolated from the state and the city. The appeal is to abandon
civilization for anarchy, and is of interest in that man did not

follow this idea, and even Rousseau could not, but it still had a

tremendous influence on the development of modern democracy.

On Liberty , by John Stuart Mill. One of the basic representations of

individual rights of the 19th century. This work is still one of

the most basic presentations of our concepts of democracy. The

individual, as we see him, and who is now being jeopardized by

urban changes, is portrayed in this most important document as a

spirit more free than bound. (1859)

13.4 Printed, Non-book Resources

13.41 Non-print (unbound) and other sources

1. Local

Municipal Government: Zoning and land-use materials, social services,

community services and facilities; schools, fiscal policy, parking and

roads, recreation, housing; Municipal Act (Provincial)

Local aerial survey photographs
Local professionals (Architects, Planners, Engineers)

Community organizations involved with planning
Newspaper files
Public library/archives
Business organizations: Chamber of Commerce, area groups (e.g., downtown)

Large corporations
Real Estate
Local demographic information

Utilities
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II. Regional, Provincial, Federal

Governmental services: Social services, planning, highways, regional
facilities (e.g., hospitals), housing, Municipal Act (Regional District)

13.42 Bibliographies and Organizat ions

I. The best source is the Community Planning Association of Canada. The
best journal, of value to student and teacher, is the Community Planning
Review , comes as part of the annual $7.50 membership to the Community Planning
Association of Canada. In addition, the CPAC bibliography of printed
material and sources of materials is quite invaluable. This item is

available free with membership.

II. National Harbours Board. Good information on port cities.

III. Provincial and Dominion Map Services. In addition to general survey
maps, specialized maps of various types are also available.

NOTE: Other materials will be added as reviewed. The next bibliography
supplement (Fall 1970) will have more entries for this section.

13.5 Audio-visual Materials

As with section 13.4, this selection will only be the briefest of lists.

Audio-visual materials are only now beginning to come out suitable for

use in a program of urban studies.

13.51 Introductory Note :

The least expensive source of materials, tape, slide, film or filmstrip
will be from local sources. Teachers and local professionals could well
have an abundant stock of worth-while slides. So as not to close off

this potentially locrative source, funds should be arranged for in

advance to duplicate materials for a school or district slide collection,

Remember that an urban orientation is now woven through much of the

social studies curriculum from Grades 1-12. A slide collection would

therefore serve more than one course or grade level.

Other resources, such as tapes or film will be relatively scarce, but

should be sought out. You will be surprised at the amount of material

which can be ferreted out.
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13 . 52 Film (sound)

I. The single most important source of information is the National Library,

Publications and Films: Community Planning Association of Canada. This

important document is revised annually, listing films from the following

sources:

Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation
Canadian Film Institute
National Film Board of Canada

This bibliography is available free with membership in the Community Planning

Association of Canada (see 13.4).

II. The National Film Board has additional films of worth, available.

Consult their catalog.

III. Individual films. A good number are listed in the CPAC bibliography.

Others should be known to local professionals and library.

13.53 Slides/Filmstrips

Before long, a considerable number of slides and filmstrips will

undoubtedly glut the market. At this point, though, materials are

limited. Several major sources exist now.

I. Curriculum Group on Urban Studies (slides only). 105 - 2235 Burrard

Street, Vancouver 9, B.C. Three major slide series (two available now)

.

A. 'Urban History 1

2.11 Pre-communal man (to 5000 B.C.)

2.12 Theory of Urban Development

2.20 The Ancient World

2.30 The Classical World

2.40 The Medieval World
2.56 Renaissance through Early 19th Century

2.90 Pre-Columbian Urban Development

2.95 Vernacular Architecture

B. 'Vancouver: Historical, Present, Future 1

2.61a 1792-1893
2.61b 1894-1919

2.61c 1920-1939 (Interim set 1970/71)

2.61d Vancouver Today
2.61e Roberts Bank Superport

2.61f Vancouver: Tomorrow to 2000 A.D.

Number
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13.53 Slides/Filmstrips - (continued)

C. 'Worldwide Urbanization: Urban Centers and the Urban Condition'
(available in early 1971).

This series will include an interim run of 300 slides. Major
communities in Canada, U.S.A., Europe, Latin America, Asia and Africa
will be dealt with. In addition, examples will be included dealing
with urban imagery, urban conditions and problems, suggested solutions,
and the general urban fabric. An exceptionally complete set of notes
will be included in this set.

II. King Graphics Ltd. Box 6462, Station G, Vancouver 8, B.C. (slides, film
strips). Stanley King, ARIBA MRAIC, architect, is currently researching at

UBC into media for urban studies. He is also engaged by the City of
Vancouver to produce visual concepts of Vancouver's future. He produced the

Master Concepts for Expo and worked for 10 years on skyscrapers and downtown
development in Montreal.

A. The sets listed below were first put out in late 1968, and are
available now.

Slide series 1

'Sky Line City'

$7.50
6 slides

Slide series 2

'The Street Scene'

$20.00
17 slides (black/white)
Teacher's manual included

Slide series 3

'Some City'

$34.00
A multimedia presentation,
filmstrip plus 7 slides

Teacher's manual included

Shows the spatial quality of pre-industrial
development -- ease of movement, grace of

living. This is gradually filled in, until

the monstrous modern city fills all the

space available. A superb series. An
excellent buy. (1)

From medieval times -- the street as main
sewer and traffic artery. Fire presents

an opportunity for rebuilding -- disaster --

leads to law enforcement of sewage control;

fire control results in wider streets;

stone buildings are preferred. The street

then takes on the bewired traffic-jammed

appearance, festooned with signs. This

again gives way to great skyscrapers with
the blank steel and glass structure, and

the whole street is dehumanized. Teacher's

manual included. Quite good also. A very

graphic and thereby useful presentation.

(2)

Shows the development of wilderness to

metropolis in seven slides. Thirty-six
frames show in cartoon form the social

structures which developed from coping with

various problems: street maintenance;

market structure control of merchebdising;

lawlessness; fire; depression; stimulating
urban growth and creating wealth; increased

land values. The first seven slides are

quite useful. The filmstrip is of more

limited application but worth purchasing.

(3)
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URBAN STUDIES REPORT on research at UBC : use of media in Che classroom.
This is included in orders of $50.00 or more. Separately $5.00.

B. Sets in preparation. Orders to be filled by September 1, 1970.
Demonstration of these kits by request in August (phone 228-9415). A
10% discount will be given on orders of $100.00 or more. NOTE: Not yet
reviewed.

Slide series 4

'History of the Skyscraper 1

$25.00
20 color slides

Sunlight and shadow, skyline, history of

styles. Elevator development. Structure-
construction sections of masonry and

steel. Future design development.

Slide series 5

'The Urban Future
New City Structures'
$28.00
12 slides

The growth of a huge building complex,
explained in plan and isometric series of
drawings. Building contains access to

transportation, subway train, levels of

parking, bus at street level. Sections
and perspectives explain the multiuse of

this building.

'The Commuting Line 1

12 slides

Slide series 6

'Urban Decay'

$9.50
8 slides (black/white)

Satellite towns, in-line towns, plug-in
cities, all linked to an old 'parent city'

explained by a series of line drawings.

The making of a slum. A graphic

demonstration of decline in land values

and the visual manifestation.

Slide series 7

CITY CONCEPTS

'Sunlight and City'
$12.00
10 color slides

A series to develop sensitivity in

perception.

Mini parks and downtown streets and the

sun. The effect of topography and

orientation.

'City Spaces'

$14.00
12 slides

Juxtaposition of different activities and

buildings on educational experience.

'Media of Design'
$14.00
12 slides

'Civic Life'

$12.00
10 slides

'The Modular Le Corbusier'
$20.00
20 frames

Architects models, sketches, working
drawings -- media affects the 'look' of

buildings.

Expressions of civic function, ceremony,

use of water, Vancouver and False Creek in

particular.

The meeting of human and building

dimensions. Dimension -- a form in building.

Staircases, benches, spaces, related to

the human scale. Examples of Carpenter

Center, Cambridge, Harvard.
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'Life Styles' The sum of activities controlled by place
$25.00 and transportation and economics. The
30 frames application of this knowledge to future
film strip environments. Wilderness, rural, sub-

urban, uroan. The characteristics of each
environment and the effect on the

individual.

Each kit is accompanied by a detailed descriptive booklet, and
appropriate references and bibliography is given with each set.
Suggestions for follow-up study by students in their own area also
included.

III. Mclntyre Educational Media Ltd. 7460 Huntertown Crescent, Calgary 51,

Alberta, (filmstrips) . Have an extensive catalog. A number of interesting
items appear with exceptional applicability. Each series includes a

pamphlet with copicus notes for each frame.

A. 'Appreciation of Architecture'. Eight filmstrips (black/white) from

the Greek through the Nineteenth Century. A 9th, dealing with light and

color is of immense value. An absolute must for a school. #AR 1-9

$49.00 (1)

B. 'Modern Architecture'. Eight filmstrips, examining both the

architect and his materials or technology from 1775-1960. This set,

of value, is also a must for a district A/V department. (3)

Other materials from this source, as review, will be reported in the

1970 supplement (September/October 1970).

IV. Other sources. At this time, most A/V catalogs reviewed contain nothing

which is applicable to urban studies as such. As such material does present

itself, it will be reported.

13.54 Filraloops

13.55 Audio-tapes

Several in hand, but not reviewed or duplicated yet.

13.56 Video-tapes

If equipment and funds exist, a monitor of television programs should

be established to tape significant material.
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13. 6 Art/Humanities

Watson, Ernest W. Course in Pencil Sketching: Book 1. Buildings and
Streets. Book 2. Trees and Landscapes . New York: Reinhold, 1956,
These two books are of use for students interested in dealing with
the city through artistic observation and presentation. The books
deal with the topics listed in the subtitles. Inexpensive and
easy to use and read, both books are essential references. (3)

Watson, Ernest W. Perspective for Sketches . New York: Reinhold, 1966.
Also a useful reference in supplement to the two books above.

(3)
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